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Fatal Defect in Nihilists Add An- Firms
Accepting
other to Long List Rebates Are to
Meat Inspection
of Crimes.
Clause.
be Prosecuted.
PRESIDENT TO VISIT PANAMA

WORK

FOR THE GRAND

High Grade

St. Petersburg, June 23. Dispatch
es from Blalystok report that citizens
are panic striken owing to unconfirmed reports that the excesses will be
revived today. Strict martial law is
enforced. Three men, two of whom
were Christians, were recently shot
for falling to obey orders. A sergeant
of police was killed last night in the
turbulent Narva district In this city,
which is the center of the armed rev
olutionists' organization..
One More Victim.
Ufa, Russia, June 23. Prince Man-veloff, an extensive landed proprietor,
a former officer of the guard, was
killed on the street here yesterday.The
crime, It Is supposed, was committed
for political reasons.

Here-ford- s
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TOP
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Drive
Americans
Foreigners Out of
Lumber Camps

PRICES ONE AUSTRIAN

WAS KILLED

"Springer is Doing Well" Says Another was Fatally Wound
H. C. Abbott in Interested and Several Were Badly
ing Interview.
Injured.

Kansas City, Mo., June 23. Proceedings may be brought against the
shoe and dry goods merchants of St.
Louis, Omaha and Kansas City on the
charge of accepting rebates from the
railroads. In sentencing Thomas and
Taggart, the freight brokers, yesterday, Judge McPherson declared the rebate taker was as guilty as the rebate giver, and he named seven firms
who received
rebates. District Attorney Van Valkenberg Intimated today that the matter will probably he
brought to the attention of the grand
Jury next fall.

H. C. Abbott, one of the leading
eltlzens of southern Colfax County,
spent Thursday In this city on offMr. Ab
icial and personal business.
bott has been a resident of northern
New Mexico for over twenty-fivyears
and during that time has been en
gaged in the raising of cattle, the
growing of sheep and in agricultural
pursuits at the ranches of the Jaritas
DHch and Reservoir Company, about
He
sixteen miles east of Springer.
has been very successful and is considered an authority on the vocation
in which he has been engaged these
many years.
The Jaritas Ditch and Reservoir
Company.
To a representative of the New Mexican, in answer to questions, Mr. Ab
bott, said:
"The Jaritas Ditch and Reservoir
Company, of which I am manager, has
been successful in agriculture.
The
company Is placing more land under
Irrigation and cultivation every year.
This year we have 200 acres in alfalfa, 90 acres in sorghum and kafflr
corn, and 60 acres in Mexican beans.
We also have several large pastures
fenced. These lands are owned by
the company and have been In Its
possession for a number of years. We
expect very good crops. last year a
very fine crop of beans was raised
from about DO acres; only one Irrigation was used. With experience, and
the use of the Campbell dry culture
methods and Intensive farming, we expect much better results this year. We
have four reservoirs located on different portions of the ranch as follows:
The largest 150 acres In ex-tent and about 16 feet deep; the next
80 acres, nbo"' 0
deep: one covS- feet.:
ering fiO croi fit lui.d
aeep; int jourtn aDout 40 acres in
extent and four foet deep. The flood
waters coming down the Jaritas and
Chlco Canons In July and August are
saved in these reservoirs and then
used for irrigation purposes at the
proper time. We have no fear of a
shortage of water and expect to Increase our facilities for irrigation con
stantly. Water by wells Is also being developed and we find no diffi
culty In getting to It at a reasonable
depth on various portions of the prop
erty of the company.
Colfax County Cattle.
"Southern Colfax County may justly
be proud of the high grade of cattle
For years past the
ranging there.
cattle growers have used high grade
bulls for the Improvement of their
stock and Springer has become a busy
and regular shipping point for white
faced beef steers. Buyers come to
Springer, scour the surrounding coun
try, purchase all In sight and ship
from that town. White faced steers
demand a good price as they are needed for current meat supplies In the
larger cities. Southern Colfax County does not produce many canners. My
experience has taught me that the
better the grade of cattle produced
the more money to the producer. The
ranchmen in our vicinity have found
this out also and hence the prosperous condition of the cattlemen In
southern Colfax County. There is no
difficulty between the cattlemen and
sheep growers In that section. All get
along amicably. Last year's white
faced yearlings averaged from $16 to
$18 per head and two years' from $2
to $22, dry cows brought from $18 to
$20. This year I am of the opinion
that still better prices will be realized.
Sheep Doing Very Well.
"Southern Colfax County also rejoices In a highly Improved grade of
sheep. The animals have done well
last fall and winter and this spring; In
fact, better than ever before to my
e
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of St. John's M. E. Church.

United States army, and when Santa
Fe ceased to be a military post, the
TO BE DEDICATED
organization was disbanded.
Thomas Harwood, D. D., the vet
eran missionary
of New Mexico
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LORD preached
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1880.
In 1880 the work was taken up
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Chicago, June 23. The extension London,
Increased membership demanded a
work on the Chicago & Northwestern
new church In a more central locaThe Kaiser a Victor.
Railroad from Casper to Lander, Wyotion. It was at this time that Rev.
Kiel, June 23. Emperor Wifllam at YEARS J)F
Announceis
nearly completed.
ming,
W. A. Cooper began the construction
Mewheel
the
his
sailed
today
yacht
ment was made yesterday that trains
of the handsome structure which will
teor and defeated the German yacht
will he running from Casper to Shobe dedicated tomorrow. It remained,
and
the
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and
of
built
Hamburg
yacht
Congregation
History
shone on July 1st, thereby taking care
however, for the present pastor, Rev.
Clara in the first of the large schooner
of home seekers on their way to the
of the
J. L. Shlvely, who came here about
Description
races.
Shoshone Reservation, which will be
two years ago from Iyebanon, Ohio
' Building.
The
is
described
as
emperor
feeling
opened soon.
to complete the work successfully. It
very Jolly over the easy victory of his
was a difficult task that he had beyacht.
The new St. John's Methodist Epis fore him, and it was only by dint of
MANY HOMELESS.
Frederick W. Whlteridge, who was
the special ambassador of the United copal Church on Don Gaspar Avenue great labor and steady perseverance
Fire at Chicago Consumes Grain Ele States at the wedding of King Alfonso will he dedicated tomorrow. The car that he accomplished the purpose.
The dedicatory program which will
vator With One Hundred Thou-- :
and Queen Victoria of Spain, dined penters completed their work today and
sand Bushels of Grain.
with the emperor tonight aboard the the building now stands as a telling be, held under the direction of Rev.
monument to the perseverance and self J. L. Shlvely, Is as follows:
Hamburg.
of the pastors rd pavbers
sacrifice
23.
MabOrgan voluntary, Miss Harriet Sti fel
The
June
Chicago, Ills.,
worked ly; Hymn No. 78, by the congregation;
of the congregation who
batt elevators at Archer Avenue and
GUILTY AND INSANE. - conscientiously in ttabllsliing a suit- Prayer, Rev. A. P. Morrison, D. D.;
Wood Street, owened by George A.
able place of worship and a creditable Anthem, choir;. Rosponslve reading,
Seaverns and occupied by J. S.
a grain broker, were destroyed Woman to 8erve Sentence of Two home for themselves. Construction of led by the pastor; the Gloria Patrl;
Years In Penitentiary After Cure
the edifice was begun during the pas Second Scripture Lesson, Rev. Thoby fire today. They contained one
in Madhouse.
torate of Rev. W. A. Cooper in 1904, mas Harwood, D. D; Hymn No. CGI
hundred thousand bushels of grain.
,
but on account of a long continued by the congregation; Dedicatory serThree adjacent buildings were dethe congrega- mon, Rev. H. A. Buehtel, chancellor
Peoria, His., June 23. The jury in drouth during 1903-families were
stroyed and twenty-fivdriven from their homes. Spontaneous the case of Mrs. Mary L. McKinney, tion was unable to complete It. Last of Denver University; Offering; Dedcombustion Is supposed to be the cause charged with cruelty to her ward, Stel summer Rev. J. L. Shlvely, the pres ication of Church; Hymn 180 by the
la Grady, returned a verdict of guilty, ent pastor, began the work of solicit- congregation; Benediction.
of the fire. Loss $350,000,
found her insane, recommended her to ing funds to finish and furnish the' At the
evening service, which will
the Insane, asylum until she would re church. Public spirited citizens of begin at 7:45 o'clock, Dr. Buehtel will
(2,900 to $1,900.
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ROYAL
In
to
and
two
serve
cover,
then
The following New Mexico post'
years
Santa Fe and friends In the east re deliver another sermon and brief adthe penitentiary.
masters will have their salary in
sponded generously and the result of dresses will be made by visiting minisMaud
Re
creased after July 1st, in addition to King Haakon and Queen
their donations Is to be seen In the ters. Special music will be rendered
ceive Their Distinguished Guests,
the list announced previously, the list
handsome and well arranged house of by the choir and Miss Emily A. WalTRAIN BLOWN
also showing that the postofflce at
Including Colonel and Mrs. Bryan.
j ter.
The public is cordially invited to
worship.
Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Roswell and
FROM TRACK Though not large, the new build-- , attend these services.
Haakon
23.
June
King
Raton have passed the postofflce at
Trondhjem,
Ing on account of Its classic style ofi
and Queen Maud today held their first
Santa Fe in receipts:
High Wind Does Much Damage Be architecture, is an Imposing structure.
THE PENNSY
At Artesla, N. M., increased from levee. All special embassies attended.
tween Lawton, Oklahoma, and
It is constructed of brick, a great
Charles H.
American Ambassador
$1,400 to $1,600.
Texas.
to
been
Quanah,
attention
of
deal
WILL BE GOOD
paid
having
At Mesllla Park, increased
from Graves presented Mr. and Mrs. Willornamentation. The large window In
J.
iam
Bryan.
$1,000 to $1,100.
Lawton, Okla., June 23.J Fifty front and the smaller ones on the Subordinates To Be Deprived of OpAt Raton, increased from $2,200 to
houses were wrecked between this sides are of colored glass " and add
portunities to Acquire Stock in
f
;.
$2,400.
place and Quanah, Texas, last night much to Its appearance. '
Coal Companies.
JOINS THEEXODUS.
At Santa Rosa, increased from $1,100
The passenger train near
by wind.
Is through
to
church
Entrance
the
to $1,200.
Lawton was blown from the track,
a vestibule, the woodwork of which Philadelphia, Pa., June 23. John B.
Mayor McClellan Bound for Europe to The storm covered a
large area, but Is finished in mahogany, which blends Thayer, fourth vice president of the
Bailey Points Out Defect in Meat In
Join Life Insurance Presidents
no
deaths
are
reported.
spection Bill.
and Financiers.
with the fresco work of the celling. Pennsylvania Railroad, who returned
Washington, D. C, June 23. That
The interior of the church, the work yesterday from Washington, where he
there is a fatal defect In the meat in
New York, June 23. Mayor McClel
TEXAS IS GROWING.
upon which has just been completed, appeared before the Interstate Comspecting provision of the agricultural lan sailed today on the steamer New
is consistent with the style of archi- merce Commission announced that the
appropriation bill as It came from the York for a ten weeks' vacation In Eu- Triplets Reported at Vernon and at tecture employed. Every Inch of company would do away with Indl
House, is the opinion of Senator Bai- rope.
Llano Cattleman's Family
space is utilized, and there is a seat- vldual cars of all kinds and that offl
ley as expressed in the Senate today
of Fifteen.
ing capacity, Including the gallery, of cers and employes will dispose of
when the consideration of Praetor's
from three to four hundred. The whatever holdings of coal stock thej
motion to Bend the bill to conference that Harry ml. Coudrey was elected.
Dallas, Texas, June 23. Triplets, all building Is finished In light colored may have.
was resumed. Bailey said the clause
Coudrey was sworn In. The House- boys, were born to J. Hagler and wife, hard wood, and the two rows of seats
relating to the Inspection of stock en- adopted a resolution that A. J. Hous- of Vernon, Texas. They now have fif arranged- in a
manner, DUKE
OF ALMO- tering the packing houses gives a po ton was not elected in the Second Dis teen children. Hagler is a prominent are of the same material.
nce supervision that the federal gov- trict of Texas. M. L. Brooks retains cattleman.
At Llano, Mrs. R. H,
DOVAR DEAD
The celling has been frescoed In
ernment cannot exercise; He suggest his seat. The sundry civil bill was Crawford
gave birth yesterday to trip light blue, trimmed in white, and a
ed that a provision should be made to sent
The House lets, only one of which lived.
to conference.
number of arc lights have been ar- Spain's Famous Minister of Foreign
Tead so as to make It unlawful to trans
adopted the conference reports on the
Affairs Joins the Silent
ranged in the center. - More lights
port from one state to another any District of Columbia and Postofflce
have been placed along the sides of
Majority.
ILL
APPENDICITIS.
beef or beef products that have not
WITH
them.
which
passes
appropriation bills,
the gallery. The floor of the audibeen inspected as provided by law.
House
the
In committee of the whole,
Madrid, June 23. The Duke of
Bailey expressed himself as anxious resumed consideration of the pure food Mrs. Wilson Miztier, Formerly Mrs. torium has been laid so as to slope
minister of foreign affairs,
Dhe rear, and is covered with a
from
to secure the most drastic Inspection. bill. Under the rule
Charles
T.
Yerkes, Undergoes
adopted, the com
The ros who acted as president of the conferdark
handsome
carpet.
green
because he was satisfied that nothing mittee must report the bill at 3:50 p.
Operation.
trum, on one side of which is the ence on Moroccan reforms, held at
less would restore confidence and save
m., when It will be put on final passearly this year, died this afterpastor's study and on the other the
the beef business from almost utter
23,
June
Wilson
Mrs,
Chicago,
Ills.,
Is
certain.
,
age, which
(Continued on Page Eight.)
choir room, Is slightly elevated. A noon. He was born in 1854.
Yerannihilation. The Interests of the cat
Mrs.
Charles
T.
MIzner,
formerly
New
Sherman of
Representative
tle growers were represented by War York offered an amendment to the kes, Is ill of appendicitis at her resi- handsome fireplace on one side lends
ren. He contended that the govern
She was operated upon a bomellke air to the church and
food bill striking out the provis dence here.
adds much to its appearance.
ment should pay the cost of inspection pure
'
ion requiring a stamp to he put on on Thursday.
The building, which was construct
and said if the cost should be assessed the
Rosltl.
Alberto
when
the
time
packages, giving
Kansas City, Mo., June 23. Alberto ed by Antonio Windsor, reflects much
against the packing houses, they put up together with the weight or
"
would simply transfer it to the pro measure. After
and - band master credit upon him as a contractor and
long discussion this Rosltl, composer
died
ducers.
said it was an "Imputation amendment was
here
today following an operation builder, its cost is about $6,000 and
adopted 112 to 45.
it is one of the handsomest edifices
for apppendlcltls.
upon the legislators to come after us"
Sent to Conference.
in the city.
to suggest that future congresses will
23.
The
June
D.
Washington,
C,
not Increase the $3,000,000 appropri
The history of the Methodist Epis
to
con
to
send
Senate has agreed
VARSITY BOAT RACES. copal Church in Santa Fe Is an . in
ation if It be found necessary. He
ference the agricultural
appropria
called attention to the fact that the
teresting one. It had its beginning
tion hill containing; the meat inspec Cornell the Leader in
Interesting about 1850, when Rev.- - E. G. Nicholgovernment had appropriated money tion
provision.
for a gypsy moth exterminator
Snorting Event This Afternoon
and
son, who was sent to the Territory as
Bids for Two Battleships.
at Hlgland, New York.
a missionary, preached his first, serother plagues. Beveridge expressed
23.
Bids
D.
June
Washlnton,
mon in the Old Governor's Palace.
the opinion that every Industry that were
today for the proposed
Highland, N. Y., June 23. Cornell Mr. Nicholson was sent to New Mexneeas inspection suuiuu pay lur n. in 16,000 opened
ton battleships-Michig- an
and won
the
Varsity race this ico about the same time the Baptists
reply to numerous Interruptions, War South Carolina, authorized by action of
afternoon. Syracuse second, Columbia and Presbyterians were sending misren said it was arrant nonsense to say
Congress.
that future congresses will not be wise Wm. Cramp & Co., Philadelphia, third, and Pennsylvania fourth.
sionaries, Just after the Territory was
Syracuse Wins Freshman Race.
ceded to the United States.
enough to deal with the increased ex were the lowest bidders on class one
Highland, N. Y June 23. Syracuse
penses out of Increased revenues. He In which
Rev. Dallas D; Love was the next
hull' are de won
and
machinery
freshman
race
the
said he expected the future senators scribed
who came to Santa Fe
missionary
Theli Cornell ' was
the
by
Department,
second, and Columbia in 1SC5, but he remained
to be as wise as himself and almost as bid for the
of the class
only three
battleship
third.
wise as the Senator from Indiana,
months. During the years 1868 and
Michigan and South Carolina is $3,540,The House.
1869, Rev. J. L. Dyer, the "Snow-sho000.'
-AGAMENON LAUNCHED. Itinerant" of Colorado, frequently
Green and Doremus Not Guilty.
Washlnton, D. C. June 23. The
held services In this city. He organHouse today adopted unanimously the
Washlnton, D. C.r June 23. A jury
Glasgow, June 23. The British bat ised a Sunday school, a Good Tempreport of the committee on elections found Green and Doremus not guilty
that Ernest E. Wood was not elected on both charges of conspiracy and bri tleship Agamenon of 16,000 tons was lars' lodge, and a small Methodist soT
to the membership of the House from bery In the Post Office Department successfully launched today. It will ciety. The membership
NEW MKXICO CATTLE RANGE.
cost $7,500,000.
the Twelfth District of Missouri, and cases today.
mostly of officers and soldi
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John's Methodist
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WEST VIRGINIA

YEAR

in Colfax

of Salaries of Citizens Tremble for Fear of Startling Declaration by Judge
Second Outbreak of
New Mexico Postmasters
McPherson at Kansas City
Antisemitic Riots.
Both Houses Busy.
in Sentencing Brokers.
June 23. The
Washington, D. C
pure food bill was passed by the House
by a vote of 246 to 117.
President To See For Himself.
Washington, 0. C, June 23. It was
announced today that President Roosevelt would make a trip to the Isthmus
of Panama In October.
Llewellyn at White House.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, June 23. U. S. Attorney W. H, H. Llewellyn, of New Mexico, arrived here last evening and
called on President Roosevelt at the
White House today.
New Mexico Fourth Class Postmasters
Special to the New Mexican. Washington, June 23. The following
fourth class postmasters
were appointed today on the recommendation
of Delegate W. H. Andrews: Yankee
postofflce, George H. HUty; ' Cuchillo
postofflce, Adrian Tafoya.
New Mexico Pensions.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washlnton, June 23. Delegate Andrews today secured the following New
Mexico pensions from the pension office: Mrs. Macaiia Field, Alamogordo,
Otero County, $8 per month from September 24th, 1904. She is also allowed $2 per month additional for each
minor child.
Conference Report on Rate Bill.
Washlnton, D. C, June 23. Senator
Cullom today signed the conference
report on the railroad rate bill. Senator Elklns and Representatives Sherman and Richardson had previously
signed. Tillman did not sign the. report and may oppose McLaurin's commodity amendment, which would permit pipe lines to carry the commodities they produce.
Senate Passes Mesa Verda Bill.
Washington, D. C, June 23. The
Senate today passed the hill creating
Mesa Verde (CVIffdwellers) Nathe
tional Park in Colorado.
Salaries of Postmaster Adjusted..
Washington? 0. C June 23. The
postofflce- - at Alamogordo has been reduced from second to third class ow
ing to a decline of its receipts to less
than $8,000. This will deprive the
office of most of Its allowance for
rent and clerk hire.' The salary of
was reduced from
the postmaster

NO. 107.
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e
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Clarksburg, W. Va., June 23.
Trouble has occurred at the lumber
camps near Tioga, originating in the
displacement of Americans by foreigners. In the fight one Austrian was
killed, another was fatally wounded
and several were badly hurt. Camden
sent a hundred armed men to the help
of the Americans and the foreigners'"
fled to Rlchwood for safety.

COURT AT ROSWELL
Verdict of One Dollar and Costs in a
Slander Case Artesian Tax
Case Appealed.
.

.

Judge W, H. Pope, in district court
fined
Oliver
Pierion $5,uu0 and costs for refusing
to pay the artesian well tax. Pierson
hiis appealed the case to the Territorial Supreme Court.
A verdict for the defendant
was
bi ought In by the jury in the case of
Pruett vs. The Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railway Company.
It was a
damage suit and a motion was made
for a new trial.
One dollar and costs was the verdict
given for the plaintiff In the suit for
$1,000 damages by J. D. Bender vs. J.
A.. Cottlngham, for slander.
Notice
was given of a motion for a new trial.
Wednesday was devoted to the trial
of the case of J. M. Cowles vs. J. J.
riagerman, a suit on a contract for
drilling the town well at Hagerman!
Cowles contracted to do the work, but
delayed completing It so long that an
other well driller was engaged, who
drilled a well nearby the site of that
drilled by Cowles.
Tr.e r..'ondant
contends tha1: the Coules yri,l was not
wltnia a' re? ..&,
fiaiihed
tine
hilA not "lu a workmanlike manner. In
addition, the defcrdant puts in a counter claim for damages.

at Roswell, this week,

DEZENDORF WILL
INVESTIGATE
Charge of Land Fraud Made Against
Entry Man in San Juan
County.
A dispatch from Farmington says:
Referee Eben, who Is hearing the contest case of Miss Bernlce Sprohn
against Alex Hart at Aztec, Involving
the rights to a certain desert land entry In San Juan County, today received a telegram from Special Agent
Dezendorf of the general land office,
at Santa Fe, ordering him to cease the
hearing until the arrival of Dezendorf
In Aztec. Some time ago Granville
Pendleton, who is attorney for Miss
Sprohn and who is Interested In the
contest filed charges against Hart and
others, charging false entry, alleging
that Hart filed a desert land entry
upon which there were trees and water. Pendleton charged associates of
of Hart with swearing falsely In connection with the entry, the land being
claimed by Miss Sprohn. The case has
attracted considerable attention In
this county.

DIED OF BULLET WOUND
Coal Miner Succumbs to
jury Inflicted by His Washerwoman In Dispute.

Dawson

In-

Anton Nicola, an Italian miner, who
was shot at Dawson, Colfax County,
several weeks ago, on the day when
Governor Hagerman visited the coal
camp, died In the Mlnnequa hospital
at Pueblo, Colorado, yesterday from
hs wound. Nicola was shot In the
back by his wasnerwoman, with whom
he had a dispute over a bill rendered
by her. The bullet severed the spinal
cord, but Nicola lingered until yesterday, although unconscious most of the
time.
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NEW
MAX. FROST, Editor,

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
s
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Sec'y-Trea-

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofilce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier
Dally, per month, by mall

Pally, one year, by mall

..

Dally, six months, by mall
threo month, by mall
1.00 Weekly, per year
75 Weekly, six month
7.50 Weekly, per quarter

4.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
75

$ .25 Dally,

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territor, and h ns a large an J growing clrcti.ation
among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

WILL SANTA FE BE LAST AGAIN? ervation and on the Nava'ho ReservaThe subject of school gardens has tion, as well as on the Jicarilla Resgrown to such importance that east- ervation, are at work in different parts
ern colleges offer special summer of this section at trades taught thorn
courses in gardening to public school at schools, on railroad work and the
teachers. New York University has like vocations. They are making goou
taken a lead by providing a six wages and bid fair In duo course of
weeks' special course. Daily lectures, time lo become good citizens, To be
some thirty in all, will follow forenoon sure, their number as yet is small,
practice in conducting gardens in the but It is Increasing yearly. An
Some idea of the demands and torlal which recently appeared in the
growth of the garden idea can be had Washington Post under the head
Philadelphia's experience. It is dian Education that Counts" shows
only three years since that city took that Indian boys educated at the Chilli p the idea and It now has ten school occo school in Oklahoma are also
under the board of education ing well and that a number of them
and a score under private manage-- J this summer are at work In the
but for the benefit of the pub- - rado sugar heet fields. The Post is
lie school children. Brooklyn has a Inclined to look upon the plan very
large garden under preparation where favorably and commenting mon It,
the children from all the schools can says:
be taught gardening, but it needs ex- - "The Indian school at Chilocco has
perlenced teachers badly. Four other, Just graduated the largest class in Its
cities have started similar large gar-- j history, and some of its graduates
dens while in hundreds of towns a and many of its other classes will help
school garden is part and parcel of.the sugar beet raisers in the vicinity
of Rocky Ford, Colorado, during the
the public school system.
There is no other part of the coun- - vacation. Over 150 of the young
are now engaged In this work
where gardening, which means
tensive cultivation, is of as much lm- - li that district, and will remain there
portanco as in New Mexico, where 75 until .the crop is all gathered. They
be back In the school In the fall
per cent of the population is depend-wil- l
ent upon agriculture for a livelihood .ready to resume their studies,
"At Chilocco and many of the other
and where every acre of ground with
water right should be made to do ser- - government schools the young Indians
vied.
It will be a sign of gross in- - get the right sort of education to fit
competency if the boards of educa- - them for their new role In life. The
Hon in cities like Santa Fe neglect this education Is equally divided between
of establishing' the hooks and the workshops. The
great
opportunity
school gardens, not only for their boys 'and girls are taught all that is
great usefulness hut also for their imparted in the ordinary grammar
aesthetic influence, the beautifying. schools of the country, and a little
of school grounds and the example to more In some cases. In addition the
citizens to have gardens of their own boys are taught to make and repair
.where the children can put into prac- harness, to shoe horses, to build
tice what they have learned in the houses, to do farm work of various
school garden. The New Mexican and sorts, to raise and care for cattle, and
all good citizens hope earnestly that some of the re& of the things that
Santa Fe, even if It was the last need to be done In the average comamong New .Mexico c'ties and towns munity in the west or east. The girls
to build modern school houses, will are instructed, by actual practice, In
not be the last to adopt the school cooking, baking, laundering, nursing.
sewing and other work suitable to
garden idea.
That a beginning has been made, their sex.
in other parts of New Mexico in that
"This is the education that counts.
direction is shown by the following The Ohilocco school was in practical
editorial in the Las Vegas Optic of operation at the St. Louis World's
last evening:
Fair, and. was one of its most attrac'
"To Professor Vernon of the New tlve features. It was visited by hun
Mexico College of Agriculture and Me dreds of thousands of people during
chanic Arts at Mesilla Park la due the seven months of the fair. Admir
the enterprise of attempting to es ation for Its system and for the in
tabllsh corn growing contests In every telligence and good behavior of its
county of New Mexico.
pupils was expressed on every hand.
"Professor Vernon wrote to all the Superintendent S. M. McCowan, the
county superintendents last year seek- head of the school, was here with it,
ing to enlist them in the project. and won high praise for the thorough
Only three made a beginning last year ness and practical character of the
and only Professor Andrew Stroup work of his pupils. The United States
of Bernalillo County is making a de- government made many mistakes in
cided success of the undertaking.
its dealings with the Indians in the
"In almost every section of his coun- old days, but for the past quarter of a
ty Professor Stroup has got the chil- century It has been on the right track,
dren to raising corn. Prizes are of- Chilocco, Carlisle, Haskell and the
fered for the finest yields under given rest of the great government schools
conditions and for the best specimens are doing a good work In training the
of corn raised. The children take a young Indians of both sexes to
help
great interest In the work and many them Intelligently to bear society's
of them are making numerous stacks burdens."
of corn grow where none grew before. They are learning, and oftenCOMMENDABLE
NEWSPAPER
times teaching their elders, that com
ENTERPRISE.
can be raised In places and under
The New Mexican is gratified to be
conditions not thought possible.
able to approve every word in the foi
"Professor
Vernon expects
next
editorial from the Raton Range,
year to be able to carry out the con- lowing
test idea in all of the counties. His and republishes it as an example to
idea is to have county contests and other towns in New Mexico. Santa Fe
to unite the winners In these in certainly ought to benefit by the statehandsome territorial prizes to be ments made in the editorial. To he
sure, this city Is not located in a
awarded to both county and
l
county that has the great and varied
winners.
"It needs no argument to show that natural resources fortunately possessif the children In the public smools ed by the County of Colfax; neverthe
of the territory can be Interested in less, It ought to do much more than
such practical problems of agricul- It is doing towards becoming a more
ture as raising corn and other crops populous and more busy city and the
as well that great good will result to Mecca of thousands of tourists, health
The natural
the territory eventually. In addition seekers and scientists.
the contestants reap decided benefits. resources surrounding the city of Ra
"The idea is a good one and county ton in the mineral and timber lines
and city school superintendents should are greater, it is believed, than those
not hesitate to assist in carrying it of any other town in New Mexico.
AH of the towns have, however, simout successfully."
ilar resources, if not as great, and
other resources that make up for what
INDIAN EDUCATION THAT
they lack in the direction of coal de
COUNTS.
posits, extensive timber belts and
Indian Commissioner Francis E. mountains of Iron ore. This paper
Leupp is pursuing the right policy in congratulates the Raton Range upon
the matter of the education of the In Its excellent edition published Satur- dian youth in the government training day, the lGth Instant, and hopes that
schools at the various agencies, and it will find occasion to repeat the pub- especiaily in the Southwest. Training llcation of such editions several times
schools like the one In this city un each year. Such newspaper enterprise
der the superintendency of Clinton J. benefits not only the town and county
Crandall are , doing inestimable good In which it occurs, but also the en
towards the object for which they tire commonwealth. There cannot be
It too much of It.
were started and are maintained.
Is the best policy to have these schools
The editorial from . the Range Is
located In the country where there are good reading. It says:
enough Indian children of both sexes
"Saturday's Raton Range was Issued
as that is certainly the place Where as a special Colfax County edition,
they are needed. There should be and contained many columns of in
enough of these In the Indian Terri teresting facts about the wonderful
tory, in New Mexico, Arizona and In resources of the Little Kingdom of
Southwest Colorado to properly edu- Cojfax, the richest county In all the
cate the Indian children in the sec great new Southwest. Although a
tions named. They are In their home large number ot the papers were
country, the climate agrees with them printed for this edition, the supply is
and they can find plenty of work dur nearly exhausted, already. Many peoing vacation and after their dis ple have purchased extra copies to
charge, from the schools with the send to their friends In the east. The
education.
Commissioner edition is a mine of valuable Infor
proper
Leupp Is testing the system fully and mation for those who desire knowl
and It Is proving Itself edge of this great mineral, coal and
thoroughly
adequate and of the right kind. From agricultural belt. In addition to the
the Santa Fe and Albuquerque Indian fund of good reading, the special edi
schools, for Instance, many Indian tion contained- more than seven hunboys have been sent to the sugar beet dred and fifty inohes of display adverfields of Colorado this summer, where tising, and almost five hundred lines
The Range Us proud of
they are making fair wages. This of readers.
has been done for several seasons. the edition. We are proud of the
Numbers of Indian young men dis- showing made by our merchants, and
charged from the schools at Santa Fe, more proud of the showing contained
at Albuquerque, on the Mescalero Res-- In . the facts and figures we were
"In-fro-

Colo-men- t,

Iu-tr-

terrl-itorla-

'

able to print "about the county. The
enormous increase in the production
of coal, the progress being made in
the opening of new mines, the immense amount of capital available for
the development of the resources of
the county are sources of pride to
every citizen of the county. Every
r
to this section is surprised at the activity in all lines. Don't
fiiM to do your part m bringing investors and settlers into the county.
You will be serving a selfish interest
in so doing, as well as promottng the
the
general good. The increase of
wealth and population of the county
will benefit you, directly or indirectly,
and it ds at all times to your interest
own
lo aid in the development of your
community."
BETTERMENT OF THE CONSULAR
SERVICE.
Although the bill for the reorganization of the consular service, prepared
was
by Secretary of State Elihu Root,
not considered favorably during the
first, session of the 59th Congress, yet
a bill containing several provisos
which look to the rerorm and better
administration of the consular service
was passed. In this quite a number
of recommendations of the Secretary
of State were Incorporated and It Is
believed this will be a factor In the
right direction and towards putting
the consular service of tho United
States upon a higher plane of usefulness and efficiency than ever before in
Its history.
,
comThe Chicago
menting upon this state of affairs, says
that Congress did not see fit to pass
the consular reorganfznt'on bill which
Secretary Root earnestly advocated before its committees. That bill would
have nindo a complete revolution In
the service and provided for merit. In
appointments and promotions. The
bill that Congress did pass contains
several desirable reforms, however,
and was accepted as the proverbial
Record-Herald-

half-loaf-

.

K.M.

e

on.

Not one appointment, it appears, was
dictated by politics, party service or
senatorial pull..
Act or no act, the President and Secretary Root believe in converting the
consular service into a merit service.
They are assured of the heartiest commendation of the business interests
as well as of those who wish to see the
country fitly and ably represented
abroad In the offices In question. Leg
islation Is necessary, however, to safeguard the service from spoils encroactj.
ments in the future. Other executives
and secretaries of state may not be so
licitous about merit.
PARIAH AMONG NEWSPAPERS,
" 'No respectable
newspaper,' says

the Santa Fe New Mexican, speaking
'will
contemporaries,
break the pledge in regard to pub
lishing advance matter,' and calls the
journal In question 'a Pariah among
New Mexico newspapers,' winding up
Its lecture by declaring that 'no decent newspaper would be guilty of
such a breach of confidence.' The
Times mentions this for the purpose
of cautioning the New Mexican to go
a little slow in this matter for it is
walking on thin ice. An El Paso alleged afternoon newspaper is guilty
which it
of doing the very thing
charges its New Mexico contemporary
with doing." El Paso Times.
In the case at issue, namely, the
Albuquerque Fakir Journal, the New
Mexican Is not walking on thin Ice,
but has facts and figures to prove
its assertions. The New Mexican is
not in the habit of going oft
It generally becomes well acquainted with the situation and the
facts In the case before making editorial comment on it, favorable or
unfavorable. There may be an evening paper In El Paso which follows
the evil and dishonest example set by
the Albuquerque Fakir Journal. In
reality, though, the New Mexican has
not the time nor the space to devote
much attention to occurrences of that
kind outside of its bailiwick, namely,
the Sunshine Territory and probably
future state of Arizona; hence, It cannot take up the proposition advanced
by the Times. This paper will show
up the Albuquerque Fakir Journal until, at least, In the matter complained
of, that yellow sheet will be hound to
stop Its evil way.
of one of Its

half-cocke-

ENERGETIC WORK NEEDED.
Out of the fifty odd papers, daily and
weekly, published in Arizona, there

were three original joint statehood papers, one daily and two weeklies. The
number of these has not yet been increased, but there are signs that within a week or so three or four more
will be added to the list. It seems
statehood
slow work, this
propoganda In the sister Territory, hut
the fight Is going on and it must tell
in the long run. The great drawback
Is shortness of time. What the result
in Arizona will he Is certainly, at this
time, very problematical. The chances
for a yea vote on the adoption of the
enabling act are not very bright.
Facts are facts, and must be taken Into
consideration.
This Is all the more
reason for the people of New Mexico
to cast the greatest possible vote for
the enabling act and for the candi
dates of the Republican party on No
vember 6th next.
pro-Joi-

The British Parliament has at last.
passed a billl allowing a man to marrv
his decetised wue's sister. Evidently
Queen Victoria has been dead for some
time.

1tfli.
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LOOK HERE FOR IT.
Many a Santa Fe Reader Will

terested.

Be

When people read about the cures
made b'' a. medicine endorsed from far
away, is it surprising that they wonder if the statements are true? But
when they read of oases right here
at home, positive proof Is within their
reach, for close Investigation is an
easy matter.
Sandoval,
surveyors
Genovevo
chainman, of Galisteo Street, says: "It
I had not the greatest faith in Doan
Kidney Pills, I would never have gone
out of my way to recommend them to
more than one of my friends and ac
quaintances. I had backache for about
a year, not continually, but I never
knew the moment when a recurrence
would take place. I tried more than
one medicinal preparation guaranteed
before 1
to stop such annoyances
went to Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's
Kidney Pills, but I met with very
success. The treatment with
Joan's Kidney Pills positively stopped
the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
THE WOOL AND SHEEP GROWERS' New York, sole agents for the United
3taten.
ASSOCATION.
Remember the name Donn's-r-anThe organization of a Territorial take no other.
sheep and wool growers' association
at the coming Albuquerque Fair ought
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
to, and the New Mexican hopes, will
Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
Santa
improve of great benefit to this most
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
portant New Mexico Industry. Upon Grande. Tickets on sale June lEt to
the recommendation of Hon. Solomon
final limit October 31st
of the Territorial September 30,
Luna, chairman
allowed
noi th of Pueblo In
Stopovers
other
Sheep Sanitary Board, and of
Denver and .re
To
either
direction.
leading men in the business, Governor turn 522.55. To Puefilo and return
official procan
Issued
has
Hagerman
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and relamation calling for such convention turn
jiri.ns.
to
the
gathand numerous delegates
F. II. MTiniDE, Agent,
ering have been appointed by him.
characofficial
an
matter
the
Giving
UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
ter is a very good and comprehensive
There are many people v,ho have!
to
the
plan used Chamberlain's
give
idea which is bound
Colic,
Cholera)
much Importance in theeyes of the and Diarrhoea
Remedy with splendid!
thousands of men engaged In sheep
results, hut who arc unknown bo-and wool growing In the Sunshine Ter- cause
they havo hesitated about glv--i
In
exist
ritory. Similar organizations
Ing a testimonial of their experience
wool
growall states where sheep and
for publication. These people, howev-- )
ing are factors in business. Although er, are none the less friends of this;
the tax lists do not show it, nevertheremedy. They ha ve done much toward
less it is pretty well understood that
making it a household word by their
list
of
the
New Mexico is at the head
personal recommendations to friends
as far as the number of sheep owned and
neighbors. It Is a good medicine
and grazed In the Territory and the to have in the home and is widely
wool cllD are concerned. Therefore, a known for its cures of diarrhoea
and
strong, well organized and efficiently all forms of bowel trouble. For pale
managed association cannot but be oi by all druggists.
great value to these Industries, and
whatever benefits them Is of conse LOW RATES TO SANTA
FE, N. M.,
quence In the right direction to this
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
to
commonwealth at large. Success
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
the coming sheep and wool growers' Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
association of New Mexico, or for at one fare for the round
trip. Dates
that matter of the state of Arizona.
of sale June 5, 12, 14, 19, 2G; July 10,
19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31: August 7, 14.
21, 21s, 24, 28; Septembtr 3, 18, 25, 27,
WANTED.
ARE
MEN"
"NEW
28, 29; Odtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days
Alhunuerciue Fakir Journal from date of tale. For particulars inTho
and
venomously
mouth
froths at the
quire of anv agent, Santa Fe.
assails the record of the 3Gth Legisla
H. S. LUTZ,
of
kinds
tive Assembly. It calls all
Santa Fe, N. M,
names and uses all sorts of foul lan
If you know the value of Chamberguage, but makes no specifications and
no detailed charges. It calls for new lain's Salve you would never wish to
he
it
terrl
men in the next assembly,
be without It. Here are some of the
torlal or be it state. Naturally, it diseases for which It Is especially valwants men in these bodies who will do uable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
the bidding of the boodle gang control burns, frost bites, chilblains chronic
ling the Journal and enact legislation sore, eyes, Itching piles, tetter, salt
that will enable that gang to saddle rheum and eczema, Price 25 cents
upon the city of Albuquerque a worth per box. For sale by all druggists.
less water system at double what It Is
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
worth and at double what it originally
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
cost. It is no wonder that the paper
June 1st to September 30th the
yelps for "new men." There are other
boodle schemes which tho gang in con Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
trol of that paper desires to put through and return at the rate of $22.60: Colothe next assembly, be it state or terri rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
torial. Of course, "new men" are Tickets on sale dally and are good for
wanted, men who can he bought and return passage until October 31st.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
sold to aid the nefarious schemes of
Santa Fe, X, M.
the real estate sharks and stock brok
ers who pull the strings and make the
Fakir Journal dance. The people are THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
BOWEL TROUBLE.
"on to the game." Enough said for the
Mr. M. F. Borroughs, an old and
present.
well known resident, of Buffton, Ind.,
says: I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
AND YET NEW MEXICO PROSCholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
PERS.
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
after lmving
Reports from various sections of the make this statement
Territory indicate strongly that pros used the remedy in my family for
perity and advancement are still the several years. I am never without
order of the day; that many Immi It." This remedy is almost sure to
grants are arriving constantly; that be needed before tho summer Is over.
public lands are being taken up un Why not buy It now and be prepared
der the desert and homestead laws; for such an emergency? For sale by
that new national and Territorial all druggists.
banks are being started; that many
new enterprises are being IncorporatTO CLOUDCROFT.
ed; that the mining industry is en- - A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri'
ploying more men than It has for
tory.
many years; that the stock growers
Commencing June 1st, good for re
have done remarkably well and have turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa
still better prospects, and that In every Fe Central Railway, In connection
direction the pulsations of business with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will
energy, of increased capital and of sell round trip tickets at the low rate
great industrial activity are increasing of $14.f,5. For advertising matter de
in strength and length. This is pass- scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or ading strange when it is considered that dress S. B. Grimshaw, General Pasthere are a few yellow dog papers senger Agent.
which charge that the people of the
If your stocach troubles you do not
Territory have been and are being
robbed hourly, dally, weekly, monthly conclude there Is no cure, for a great
and yearly and are being ruined hy many have been permanely cured by
excessive and burdensome taxation Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Taband by corrupt and dishonest legisla- lets. Get a free sample at any drug
store and give them a trial. They also
tion,
cure constipation and biliousness.
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hoteli in ttc West
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Cuiaioe and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms foe Commercial Travelers.
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But Congress cannot prevent an executive strongly attached to the merit
principle and the spirit of civil serv
ice reform from using the discretion
given him by the law In the interest
of that principle and that spirit.
The other day President Roosevelt
sent to the Senate a batch of sixty-onconsular nominations. The list, according to Washington reports, represents careful and hard work on the
part of the State Department, and
nearly all the nominations are promotions based on considerations
ot
efficiency and merit. Consular agents
and vice consuls are appointed to consulships; seven consuls are raised to
the grade of consul general, two consuls general are transferred to more
important commercial centers, and so

A

MUST BE STRONG AT HOME.
From Albuquerque comes the report
Harvey B. Fer?usson
that
and his friends are Opposed to joint
statehood and will do all they can for
the defeat of the measure on November Cth next. Mr, Fergusson Is a good
citizen and certainly a strong man In
his party. How muc Influence he will
have in this matter remains to be seen.
Albuquerque, it Is well known, possessstatehood
es the loudest
advocates in New Mexico, drawn from
both sides of the political fence. It
does not look as If Mr. Fergusson and
his small contingent can make a successful fight against the strong forces
which will be arrayed against him and
his friends In his own town and county. In order to be strong In territorial
or state politics, a man must be strong
at home. This Is well Illustrated In
the case of several Republican leaders in the Sunshine Territory. They
s
have the confidence of their
In their home counties and especially of the Republicans there. Naturally, they are powerful In Territorial
politics, as In right and Justice they
should be.

n
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Cotfonado Hotel
The Beat GOc Eooins in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and flay.
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.

'

Boise, the capital of Idaho, is making extensive reparations for he en
tertainment of the delegates to the
which
Congress,
will meet in September.
iManv men
of National fame will be in attend
ance and will make addresses among
tnem vice President Fairbanks and t
score of state eovernors.
The mn
ventton Is an important one. and Santa
Fe should make an effort to secure it
for next year. By that time, the Elks'
rneater will afford a fine auditorium
for convention purposes. It is otherwise an opportune time, for New Mex
ico and Santa Fe will be in the mih
lie eye owing to the statehood cam
paign, more than ever before, and the
task of capturing a big convention or
two is thus made much easier.

Wanted: A political party convention which will indorse what is praise
worthy in public servants without look.
Ing for the party label." Kansas City
Star.
The esteemed J Star is asking too
much for the present. In one hun
dred years or so from now ltd desire
expressed may be grat fled, but even
that is problematical. Human nature,
especially in politics, is not nrnarnii
sing rapidly towards a political Utopia

6. LUPE HERRERA,' Proprietor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

SAjTA FE SAfHTApP
Modern ScientiGc Methods for
TENT COTTAGES FOR THE

1906.

Fresh Fruits In 8eaaon.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowera a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

&

DUDROW
Undertakers

MONTENIE

ad

Embalners
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office Rtfiltttag.
Day Tckpoot 35.
.

L B. Kama

In, na. Jekaata M.

!

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automohile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

:

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Fresh Flowera All the Time.

THE WORLD GOES ON."
The above Is the title to a new song
that Is gaining In population every
day.
The, "Bon Ton" Is the title of
the best lunch counter and hotel In
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining in
popularity. When you eat thero once
you have a longing desire to continue
a customer. And the world still goes
on. Are you glad?

For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
return at a rate of $31.30.,
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
good for return passage Sept. 30th,

CURE

Diet and treatment as approved by loading medical authorities. Personal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars adures9,
DR. J. H. SI.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA FE, N. M.

"AND

NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906

Treatment of Disease.

-

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The short line between Santa V
noon.
Albuquerque and all points of Central 4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12
REAL E8TATE BARGAINS.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
and
Western
Mexico
New
and
Roaweli
You can get some bargains In the
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
real estate line right now by calling nd the Peeoa Valley, saving passeth ni. This Is the schedule time allowed
on the reliable real estate dealers, gers and nails at least 24 hours In for carrying the mall, but under favorHughes & Delgado. Office west side time in making these points; also con- able conditions, the trip is made In
of Plaza.
necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
land system (or all points east

of blanks are kept on
hand at the offices of the New 'lexl- can Printing Company.
All classes

vest

am1

sachels carried, but
trunks at present

cannot

handle

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexico.
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The oldest banking Institution In New Mtxlco. Establishes In 1170.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Caahler.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Preildent. ALFRED H. BROOHEAO,
Aaslstant Cashier.
Capital

HMM.

urslus and Undivided Proflta f5l,0H.

Tranaacta a general banking buslnesa In all Ita branches.
Loana
money on tha moit favorable terme on all klnde of personal and collateral security. Buys and aella bonda and atooka In all markets for
Ita customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo tranefera of monoy to all parts of tha olvlllaed
world on as liberal terma ae ara given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per oent per annum, on a elx month'- - or year'a term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stook and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
elms to sxtsnd to them as liberal treatment In all respects, aa la
with eafety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rent. The petronage of the publlo la respectfully
g

$

$

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWBLL.

NRW MBXICO.

Opinions on Campaign 8ubjects of In
terest to the, Dear People.
Calls on Delegate Andrew for Succor.
As to that forest reserve and the
effect it will have upon our county,
Delegate W. H. Andrews has been in
vited to take steps towards its de
feat. Mr. Andrews Is a man with
wonderful influence In Congress and
It would have been hard to have sent
a man from New Mexico who could
do more for us than he can. He
made his race on one solid platform
plank "A man Who does things"
and the man who accomplishes things
is the man who can and will work
for the good of the people. When
once he is made to see that a forest
reserve In Otero County means the
bankruptcy of this county he will
set about to defeat sucn a move,
and we have sufficient confidence in
his ability as our Delegate to Con
gress to believe the plan will be abanair. An
doned by our government,
drews is a Republican an.l one wno
enjoys the friendship and confidence
of the great leaders in his partn,
hence our assertion that this is one
time that our county being rlcht po
litically will 'have power in defeat
tag this forest reserve scheme.
News.

THE MILITARY 8CHOOL OP NRW MEXICO

They Do Not Dwell In Harmony.
There is considerable divergence of
opinion in the Democratic ranks in
Eddy County these days. The central
Colieg3. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comcommittee and The Current are of the
electric-lighteall conveniences.
baths,
plete;
opinion that a Mexican citizen has no
Session Is
mo
session.'
BOARD
and
per
LAUNDRY,
rights which anyone is bound to re
TUITION,
spect. The recent Democratic conven
'three terms of thirteen weeks each.
tlon and The Sun are of the opinion
R08WEII Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above sea level;
that the native citizens are entitled
to
June.
Sunshine every
September
to all the rights of suffrage and conREGENTS-Nath- an
laffa, V? if Reed, W. M. Atklnsnn. .W A.
demn the action of all those who seek
Ftnlay and E. A. Cahoon
And
to deny them that privilege.
COL. J. W. WtLLSON,
For particulars address
there you are. Carlsbad Argus.
Trying To Undo the Wrong.
The action of the Democratic con
ventlon in undoing as far as possible
the act of the central committee in
regard to the rule, excluding Mexi
cans was wise and deliberate, for it
These Celebiated Hot Springs are tLese waters has been thoroughly test shows that though a few members
ed by the miraculous cures attested to on the committee believed it best to
located in the midst of the Ancient
In the following diseases:
Paralysis, exclude the Mexicans, that the main
miles west
Jllfl Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, body of the Democracy of the county
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Brlght's Disease of tbe Kid' is for equal and exact rights .to all
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec men in regard to the use of the ballot,
Pe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all either in primary or other elections
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal Complaints, etc., etc Board, The central committee also passed a
resolution to cover the sarnie ground
daily line of stages runs to the springs, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; lie as
that of the convention. So now
fhe temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
that the amende honorable has been
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate train upon request This recort is at- made,' the Republican sheets in the
that have been scoring every
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons and is open all Territory
Democrat in Eddy County, should In
round. There Is now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Caliente
turn give the party as a whole credit
hotel for the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
for its efforts to undo the work of a
and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 .. m. the same few
who no doubt at the time sup
Santa
from
for
round
tare
day.
to
trip
the
alkaline
salts
1,18124 grains of
they were saving the candidates
posed
further
For
to
Fe
OJo
$7.40.
Caliente,
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
a piece of money and doing tbe counSprings in tbe world. The efficacy of particulars, address
try a big favor by excluding twenty or
thirty voters whom all know to be
purchasable.
There was no Intention
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N. M. to the better class of of insult
natives in
the Territory who regard the ballot
as sacred arid unpurchasahle. Carlsbad Sun.

Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEM INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
water-work-

steam-heate-

day-fro-

0J0

CAL1EJ8TE HOT SPRINGS.

'

e

Bar-anc- a

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

e7

ft

Proprietor.

ipiogelbofg.
Fraaclaee ttrtea.

MM Wi

Hares

Ms

anil

Blankets, Baaktta, Rag, Wax, Ftatahr and Line Drawn Wert,
.
Opals, Turqswlee Garnet and Other ttemsv.
T
UN MOTTO:
Have the ieat ef Everything kt Owr Usm.

m- -

H. C. Yontz
DEALER IN

i

MANUFACTURER OF

Hexican Filigree

Watches, Clods. Jewelry

JEWLUnJY

and Hand Painted China.- -

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

and In

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER IN
i.

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wives for Family Use.
Crow, McBrayer
OUR 8PBCIALrlE8-0- 1d
Gnekenhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA FE

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
Vestlbnled, Electric Lighted Train
THROUGH' WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

A Wide

RUNNING

'

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.

J.
:

t

A. HILDEBRANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N. M.

on application to

MEETING.
Order of
Benevolent and Protective
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
July
For the above occasion, the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and return at the rate of one fare $16.90, for
the round trip. Dates of sale July
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return
passage until August 20th. Low rates
from U points on tie Santa Fe t
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
16-2-

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding am)

trip cheerfully furnished

.

ANNUAL

Also Another Past Thro' Train Daily.
'

Taking the Wrong Position.
The appeal of the President to the
people of Arizona to ratify the statehood bill passed last week, which provides for the making of one state of
the Territories of Arizona and New
Mexico, will meet with no favorable response from. Arizona; of course there
will be ten per cent of the votes cast
at the coming November election in
favor of joint statehood. Governor
Kibbey in his speech at Bisbee on
Decoration Day, we believe, correctly
described the sentiment of the Territory on the Joint statehood question
when he stated that all who were In
favor of the merger were either disappointed politicians or those who expected to receive political reward as
a result of the new state.
The people of Arizona have fought
for the right of self government for
twenty years, and they are Justly entitled to this boon as any state at the
time of its admission into the Union,
but the people of Arizona will not
agree to become the tail to the statehood kite of New Mexico and subject
themselves to a government to be
dominated by' the people of their neighbor territory. In refusing such a condition the people of Arizona are but
doing what any other state in the Union would do it confronted with a like
proposition to the one now submitted.
Arizona has twice the taxable property, and is double In importance In
the matter of Industrial enterprises
over New Mexico,
and prosperity,
while that territory has a much larger
population and would be able to control every political and industrial condition of the new state. With a population containing seventy per cent of
Mexicans in New Mexico, does anyone
wonder at the refusal of Arizona to
agree to such a merger?
Arizona wants statehood on the
same footing as has been accorded
other states, and will not agree to
anything less. Rather than accept
joint statehood conditions it will be
better for Arizona to remain Indefinitely in its territorial condition.
Separate statehood for Arizona must
be our demand now and forever. Our
people can well afford to wait; their
rights will be unally recognized and
accorded. During the statehood campaign Arizona has won thousands of
friends throughout the length and the
breadth of the United States, who have
been loud in their applause of the victory of the territory in its fight in
opposition to Joint statehood.
Our condition is by no means hopeless. Public sentiment is growing in
our favor, and a practically unanimous vote against the joint statehood
bill at the November election will
greatly strengthen our efforts for separate statehood. Daily International
American, Douglas, Arizona.

,t

V. R. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.

,
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS
handle
to
propositions
money

like this, and the man with
There is no surer or safer Investment than good inside City Propery, but It takes
"
small capital is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity w we smau investor w puree u
at
u
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal in proportion to that of his more fortunate brotner wun larger means. iais cuau

R,3D

THE GATEWAY

all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial town, including water ol good quality, abundant in quantity at a depth of 35
eet below the surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the Southwest with agriculture In its infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is in the world, with a pushing, energetlo class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & S. F. Short Line to the
Pacific Willard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price ot lota will soon advance. Better come now. The townslt la owned by
Which has

Willafd Town and Imptovement Company.

WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pres.
JOHN BECKER, Pros, and Gen. Mgr.
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, new Mexico. i.wuia v.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Store at Willard, hu charge of the sale of lota In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Services at Guadalupe.
Guadalupe Church Tomorrow, Sunday, June 24, the first mass will be
at 6:00 a. m.; the second mass at 9:30
a. m.; rosary and benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament at 6:30 p. m.
Catholio Cathedral.
Third Sunday after Pentecost, June
CHURCH

If you will make inquiry It will be
a revelation to you how many succumb to kidney or bladder troubles in
one form or another. If the patient
is not beyond medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will cure. It never disappoints. Ireland's Pharmacy.

Hoax "Do you see as much of Miss
Shapelelgh as you did last summer?"
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Joax "Well, I see her quite as often,
Second Mass 9:30, sermon in Eng- but I don't see as much of her." Hoax
lish.
"Eh?" Joax "I mean last summer
Third mass 10:30, sermon in Span I used to see her In her bathing suit."
ish.
At 3:00 o'clock p. m., grand procesW. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
sion from the Cathedral to the Chapel writes: "This Is to certify that I have
of Our Lady of Rosario.
used Orlno Laxative Fruit Syrup for
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal). chronic constipation, and It has provRev. W. R. Dye in charge.
en, without a doubt, to be a thorough,
Holy Communion at 7:30 a. m.
practical remedy for this trouble, and
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
It is with pleasure I offer my consci11
Mornjng prayer with sermon at
entious reference." Ireland's Pharo'clock.
macy.
Evening prayer at 6 o'clock.
after
service,
Litany
Wednesday
noon at 6 : 30 o'clock.
All cordially invited.
Presbyterian Church.
First Presbyterian Church: Rev.
George F. Sevier, pastor. Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m. No preaching at
11 o'clock, as we unite with the MethFOR RENT Four roomed furnished
odist Church in their dedication servhouse on fruit ranch In Tesuque Valices.
,
ley. Climate delightful. Low monthly
Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p. m.
rental. For particulars address R. G.
Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:45 p. m.
C, Box 448. Santa Fe, N. M.
Preaching at 7:45, subject, "Christ's
Need of Us."
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR 8ALE
The public is cordially invited to all
Machinery complete, including bolt
of these services.
er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout
All services will be held at Allison
mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Laa
School ns on last Sabbath.
Cruces, New Mexico.
24, 1906.

WANTS

.

Deafness Cannot be Cured

by local application!,

HOUSES

aa they cannot reach

the diseased portion of the ear. There la only
one nay to oure deafneaa. and that la by

constitutional remediee. Deafneaa la eauaod
by an Inflamed condition of the mucoua lln
Ins of the Euatachian Tube. When thla tube
la Inflamed you hare a rumbling aoundor
Imperfect hearing: and when it la entirely
cioaed, Deafneaa la the reault, and unleaa the
Inflammation can be taken out and thla tube
restored to Ita normal condition, hearing-- will
bedeatroyed forever; nine eaaea out of ten
are eauaed by Catarrh, which la nothing but
an Inflamed coi'dltion uf the mucoua aurfacee.
We will give One Hundred Dollar for any
oaae of Deafneaa (caused by catarrh) that
oannot be cured by Hall'a Catarrh Cure
Send for oiroulara. free,
Toledo, O.
Sold by Dmggtate, 75o.
Take Hall'a Family PUIa for eonetlpatton.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

The New Mexican bindery is turning out some of the most artistic
Many a married man who congratu- binding in the Southwest It is the
lates a bride and groom feels like a most completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky Mountain states south of
hypocrite.
Denver.
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
The Mexican Central has recently
for
preparation
coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured co placed on sale tickets to New York and
sumption in the first stages." You return, going via the Mexican Centre!
never heard of any one using Foley's to either Vera Crus or Tampico,
SteamHoney and Tar and not being satisfied. thence via the famous Ward
ship Line to New York. The return
Ireland's Pharmacy.
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thouNell "I understand
Chollie
talks like a book." Belle "Yes; sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
blank
a
book.
dozen ot the largest cities of the United States, can be made for $122.50. A
Cured Hemorrnages of the Lungs
can not be
"Several years since my lungs were more delightful trip
r
privileges are
so badly affected that I had many hem- planned, as
allowed and the tickets are good for
orrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of Wood, one
year from the date of sale. The
Ind. "I took treatment with several
Includes the City of Mexico, the
physicians without any benefit. I then trip
ot America." Further Inforstarted to take Foley's Honey and Tar, "Paris
can be secured by addressing
mation
and my lungs are now as sound as a
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
bullet. I recommend it in advance
Texas, or W. D. Murdock, Asstages of lung trouble." Foley's Honey Paso, General
sistant
Passenger Agent, City
and Tar stops the cough and heals the
of Mexico.
lungs, and prevents serious results
from a cold. Refuse substitutes.
SUMMER EXCURSION RATES.
Pharmacy.
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
to
The servant girl who is satisfied P. & S. W. and Rock Island system
In
Kansas,
Michigan,
Illinois,
points
monwith her place could make more
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
ey as a freak In a museum.
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
A Lesson In Health
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
Healthy kidneys filter the Impurito 10th, good for return passage
1st
ties from the blood, and unless they
31st.
do this, good health is impossible. until October
On these excursions, rates to ChiFoley's Kidney Cure makes sound kidfor round trip will be $48.35. St.
neys and will positively cure all forms cago
Louis
$43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem
of kidney and bladder disease. It
$45.50. For further infor
Tenn.,
phis,
the whole system. Irestrengthens
mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
land's Pharmacy.
al passenger agent.
stop-ove-

s

The man who believes that the best
is the cheapest to apt to carry his theory even to the selection of a wife.
A man who Is lnperfect health, so
he can do an honest day's work when
necessary, has much for which he
should be thankful. Mr. L. C. Rodgers,
of Blanchton, Pa., writes that be was
not only unable to work, but he
couldn't stoop over to tie his own
shoes. Six bottles ot Foley's Kidney
Cure made a new man of him. He
says, "Success to Foley's Kidney
Cure." Ireland's Pharmacy.

Flub "That Chicago woman made a
queer break at the wedding." Dub
"What did she do?" Flub "Wished
the bride many happy returns of the

day.".,'

i

r

California.
8EA8IDE EXCURSIONS
Commencing May 1st and until September 30th the Santa Fe will sell tickets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday to Loo Angeles and San Diego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
for the round trip. Return limit of
ticket November 30th, 1906. Stopover
allowed in California. For particulars
call on agents of the Santa Fa.
'
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fa, N. M.

i

MEXICAN

NEW

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SherlC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws.
50c: Monev's Digest ot New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $3.50 delivered;
full list school banks.

WHAT WE WILL DO.
Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
Just call on us at our salon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll Bult the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean,
And everything we think you'll find
To suit the taste and please the mind.
First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS
.

ATTORNEY8-AT-LAW-

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
RICHARD

H. HANNA.

Attorneys at Law.
Phone 66.

Office, Griffin Blk.

Q. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Blk.
CHA3. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law-

TO RENT.

Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza,

Sap-hedd- e

THE KITCHEN.
eat from the Bon Ton
Cleanliness
floor.
Hotel kitchen
counts so much with all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim Is to serve our patrons with
the best food possible dainty, yet substantial.
are at your service at minimum rates.
To see that they live and sleep In
cheerful, airy rooms.
To surround them by all that Is
pleasant and refined.
And they also have for use the handsome parlor3, library, buffet and smoking room.
The Bon Ton is Just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
You could

.

U. S. Land Office Practice,

Clayton,

a Specialty.
New Mexico.

N. 8. Rote.
George 8pence.
8PENCE & R08E.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
LOCAL TIME. TABLE.
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Arrive,
New Mexico.
No. 721
12:01 p. m. Estancia.
No. 723
6:16 p.m.
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
No. 725
9:40 p.m.
Attorney at law.
Depart.
Laa Cruces, New Mexico.
m.
No. 720
,....,...9:00 a. m.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
No. 722
4:20 p.
No. 724
7:30 p. m. Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun,
ties, Third Judicial District
No. 722 connects wi.h No. 1 west
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
No. l stops at all stations.
A. W. POLLARD,
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
Attorney at law.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenDistrict Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.
gers from Santa Fe.
Doming
H. S. LUTZ. Agent
B. C. Wade.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east J. H. Bos ham.
BONHAM A WADE,
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Attorneys at Liv.,
Practice in the Supreme and District Courtfl of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
South Bound
North Bound Officers.
Laa Cruces, N. M.

....

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
TIME TABLE
No
1

1

20

18
2.00
2 26
60

i

5 40
4.10
4 86
11.06

6 30
6.69
7.16
8.15

Statlona.

Ml

Lve. . , . Santa Fe. . . Arrl

" ....Donaclana...
" ...Vega Hlanea..
"
Eennedr....
"
Clark

"
'

Stanley

Moriartr.. .
"
Melntoah...
"
Eataneia...,
"
Willard....
" ....Profreaao...
"
Blanea
A rr . . . . f orranoe . . Lt

ltl No2
7,000
0.660
8,400
8,060
6.129
6,370
6.260
6,176
6.140
8,126
8,210!
6.286
6,476

21

0
35
1U

10
85
10

4f
25
!

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at law.
p
Practices In the District and
p
p
Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
p

30
.60

A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices in the Supreme and DisConnecting at Santa Fe, N. M.,wlth trict Courts; M Inning and Land Law
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for a
Sena BUg.,
Specialty. Rooms
ail points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Palace
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
Great
and
the
Montana, Washington,
Northwest
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
Connecting at Torrance for all
(Late
Surveyor General)
points east and west with Golden State
Attorney at law.
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. PullSanta Fe
New Mexico.
man berths reserved by wire.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
For rates and information address
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
EMMETT PATTON,
General Passenger Agent Santa Fe.
and Counaelor at Law.
Attorney
To and From Roswell.
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
Connection made with Automobile Office over Citizen's National Bank.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosFRANK W. CLANCY,
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
Attorney at law. '
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Ros- District
tor Second Judicla'
Attorney
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
District
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare bePractices in the District Court an
tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.66
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
the
Supreme Court ot the Territory;
and between Torrance and Roswell
843.65.
before the United States Supreme
Reserve seats on automobile by also
$10.
One fare for the round trip, dates
Court In Washington.
J. W. STOCKARD.
wire.
of sale April 26th to May 6th, return
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Manager Automobile Line.
limit July 81st
Also on June 25th to July 7th, reO8TE0PATHY.
turn limit September 15th. Also Sep&.
R.
SYSTEM
D,
tember 3d to 14th inclusive, return
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
limit October 31st. Liberal atop overs
Santa Fe Branch.
Osteopath.
allowed.
No. 108 Palace Ara
Effective December 10th, 1905.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Successfully treats acute and chronio
WIS BOCID
Call on any agent for Information. BAM BOUSD
diseases without drugs or medicines.
H. S. LUTZ,
Mo 426. MU.M
Ho42I
Stations
No charge for Consultation.
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. 11:00a ....0..
Phone 156.
m.,
p. m.
..Santa Fe
Ar.. 8:80 p Hours:
Lr.. l:26p
181 p ...84..
..Eapanola
"
..
12:2D
..Embudo
...68..
NATIONAL
n:llp
HOLIDAY,
" ., 11:80 p
MINING ENQINEER8.
.Barranca
...61..
JULY 4TH, 1906. 8Kp
.Serrllleta..-.- . " .. 10:2p
4K2p...81..,
4:88 p ...91...
.Tree Pledras. " .. 10:00 o
" .. 8:10p
6:46 p ..128..
CONY T. BROWN,
.Antonlto
" .. 6:40 a
.Alam aa
8:p..l5M..,
For the above occasion the Santa 8Xa..287...
Mining Engineer.
" .. 11:06 p
.Puebl
.Colo.S rlnct. " ..
Fe will sell tickets to all points on 4:86 a. .831...
and Treasurer New Mexico
40p
7:00 p Ssoretary
Lv..
. Denver
Ar.
7:80a.
.406...
their line In New Mexico, Colorado
School of Mints.
Trains atop at Embudo for d iner 8ooorro,
New Mexico.
and Texas, (El Paso line) at one fare
for the round trip. Dates of sale July where good meals are aerved.
At Antonlto for Durango, Silverton CIVIL
3d and 4th, good for return passage
ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
and Intermediate pointa.
H. S. LUTZ,
July 6th, 1906.
and
At
Pueblo
for
Alamosa
Denver,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
CORBET & SMYTHE.
intermediate
points via the standCivil, Mining and Hydraulic
ard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Enginetrt.
Why is it that the firm of Hughes ft entire trip in daylight and passing Assaying and General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Delgado are making a success of the through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE East side Plaza
real estate business? It is because this also for all pointa on Creede branch.
8. K. HOOPER,
HIRAM T. BROWN,
firm la reliable and any property
G. P. A., Denver, Colo. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
placed in their hands will be looked
TJ. 8. Mineral Surveyor
YTe print the latest and beat news
after In a businesslike manner. Office
New Mexico.
west of Ptasa.
The New Mexican.
laatara,
8--

1
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Tailor-Mad- e

SUITS
Which is of Great Interest to the Public.
$17.50 SUIT

$22.50
26.50
$30.00

FOR

"

"

I,

u

(I

II

,1

U

$15.50

$20.00

IT

mm

$24.00

M

m

.vs

$27.00

This is the biggest

mm

opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
.your measure tak- en before the rush
We sell
begins.
every suit with a

H

BACK

IF YOU WANT

IT IS THE WAY IT GOES

HERE1

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-
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WINTER GROCERY CO.
CAV0I CITY

I

Strawberries!
I

Agents for

1

KINEIPP MALT COFFEE

f

$

S. E. Corner

Plaa,

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
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for Estancla,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. turn trip was made by way of the
Oliver expect 'to make their home in
m uuuinL nnu i Liiuunni.
some city in the Sunshine Territory in order that the members of the club
and will leave on Monday for Albu might explore that interesting place.
The party included the Misses Mary
querque.
NEW MEXICO SUMMER.
Invitations have been sent out for Morrison, Eortha Staab, Maud McFIe,
a stag dinner to be given in honor of Elizabeth Duval, Elizabeth Phelps,
By Josephine Foster, in Raton Range.
Lamy, May Spitz, Hortense
Governor Hagerman by Hon. and Mrs.
Ethel Easley and Mary Me
'Neath the deep turquoise sky with Arthur Sellgman ait tiheir home, 248
Palace Avenue, Tuesday evening next. Fie.,
the breath of the rose,
Comes the summer that only New It will be one of the social affairs of Cards announcing the marriage of
the season.
Miss Anna Deborah Dodge to Arthur
Mexico knows.
Otero and son are ex- Lee Ballhaehe, June 22, at the Hotel
Where the old and the new blend In pected to reach New York City from Manhattan in the city of New York,
their European tour July 3d coming. have arrived in this city addressed
perfect accord,
Where the shine of the sun Is the smile They have spent the last two weeks to mends. Mr. iiaiinache when a
in France most of the time in Paris young man was a resident of the Cap
of the Lord
That never Is hidden from years' end visiting Governor Otero's sister, Mrs. ital of New Mexico from 1881 to
Mamie O'Brien.
1885, his father, the late Major W. H,
to end;
Where native and stranger are friend
Delegate W. H. Andrews writes from Ballhaehe, then being receiver of pub'
unto friend;
Washington that he will come to New lie moneys at the United States land
With gold and with sliver, with coal Mexico soon after the adjournment ot office. The Ballhaehe family was well
for the mart.
Congress. Before returning, he will and favorably known In this city and
With fruit and with grain, where the visit Pittsburg, Philadelphia and New In Albuquerque, where the members
wide rivers part
York, partly on official and partly on of It were greatly liked and respected
To the east, to the west, flowing each personal business.
during their residence In New Mexico.
toward the sea,
and Mrs. L. Bradford
Lies the fairest of lands 'neath this Prince are at their former
Miss Lilian Whiting, of Boston, well
home In
glory to be.
known in literary circles as an essayFlushing, Long Island. The
has important business in New ist, a poet and story writer, spent two
The sheep on her mountains, her hills, York
City, but will likely return to days of this week In this city and that
In her vales,
New Mexico shortly after July 4th. very pleasantly.
She has been on a
The klne that browse slowly on crests Mrs. Prince
visit to the Grand Canon of the Colomay remain longer.
and in dales.
C. T, Brown, one of the best known rado, and was in return to Colorado
And tell the same story that plenty Is
and most reliable mining engineers Springs, where she will be for the rehere;
has mainder of the summer. Miss WhitAnd greater joy, far, that the summer and experts in the Southwest,
gone from his home in Socorro to Chi- ing was furnished with literature deIs near.
huahua, on important mining business scriptive of the Territory ot New Mexfor eastern capitalists.
He will be ico by the secretary of the Bureau of
'Neath the deep turquoise sky with the
Immigration. She is engaged in writabsent from home about ten days.
breath of the rose,
ing a
story on New
Comes the summer that only New Miss Beulah Duncan and her brother, Mexico, comprehensive
Arizona and Colorado, for the
Gordon
of
son
and
Duncan,
daughter
Mexico knows.
Hon. James S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, passenger department of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railway SysGovernor Hagerman Is In Albuquer- are expected to arrive In the Meadow tem, which will
likely be published
que and will remain there tomorrow. City during the early part of the com- this winter.
He will return to this city Monday ing week from Denver, where they
have attended school. They will spend
The Los Bailadores held their seminoon.
the summer with their father.
monthly dancing party at Adam's hall
C.
William
General
Reld,
Attorney
Associate Justice John R. McFIe, on Palace Avenue last night. The atwho has been In Roswell for the past
who
presided over the sessions of the tendance was large and a pleasant
two weeks on legal business, will redistrict court of Rio Arriba County for evening was spent. An excellent pro
turn to Santa Fe tonight.
the past two weeks returned home gram was played by Morrison's or
Rev. Frank E. Beauvals, of Albuquerlast night via the Denver and Rio chestra. Besides the members of the
que, arrived in the city Thursday, and
Grande. The sessions of the court club and their partners, the following
will be a guest at St. Vincent's Saniwere busy and the dockets were pret guests were present; Dr. and Mrs.
tarium during the next two weeks.
Knapp, Dr. and Mrs. Lord, Mr. and
ty well cleared.
Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds, of Las VeG.
M. L. Allison, founder of the Mrs. R. H. Hanna, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Miss
C. Garrett,
gas, Is in Albuquerque, on a visit to Allison
School Cartwright, Mr and Mrs. R,
Mission
Presbyterian
her son, who is a practicing attorney
C. Watson, Mr. and
in this city, who was the efficient sup- Mr and Mrs. O.
in the Duke City.
Mrs. F. E. Nuding, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
erintendent
of that educational Institu' W. S.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Spitz, Mr.
Hopewell, manager of the New tion for twenty-twyears, arrived in Goutchey,
and Mrs. A. J. Fischer, Mr. and Mrs.
Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, has the
Wednesday last from Taos, A, C.
city
Ireland, Mr and Mrs. A. Dibert,
gone from Albuquerque to Hillsboro where she has been spending the past
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Sellgman, Dr. C. 1.
on a short business visit.
will
She
remain
here visiting
year.
Shoop, Messrs. Woodward, Warner,
W. P. Johnson,
president of the friends a week or ten days longer.
Miller, Goehel, Reum, Stevenson,
American Lumber Company, has re
One of the pleasant social events
Safford.
turned to Albuquerque from a visit to of the week was
the dancing party
his old home In Cleveland, Ohio.
Captain Warren S. Barlow, U. S.
given by the Capital City Club at
The Rev. Father Jules Deraches. of Adams' Hall last Tuesday night. The Army, retired, will be instructor in
this city, and A. Jouvenceau, of Ber club members turned out in
tactics and science at the
good military
nalillo, left today for San Juan to be numbers and several guests were pres- New Mexico Military Institute at Rospresent at the feast to be held tomor- ent. The program of dances was well well and will assume his duties with
of the 1906-term
row.
arranged and the evening's entertain the commencement
during the first week In September
Mrs. J. H. Sloan entertained Mrs. ment was enjoyed by those present.
next. Captain Barlow Is a native of
Arthur Sellgman, Mrs. James L. Sel
Mrs. I. H. Rapp, wife of the well
New Jersey; having been born April
M.
Mrs.
A.
and
an
at
Igman
Bergere
known Las Vegas architect, sailed to
18, 1874; he was appointed a cadet
Informal bridge luncheon at 1 o'clock day from New York for
on
the
Europe
to the Military Academy at West
Thursday.
Pretoria.
is
steamship
She a member
E. V. Chaves, Albuquerque attorney, of a party of tourists on the same Point June 15, 1893; graduated June
11, 1897; was appointed an additional
spent today In the city on legal busi oLcaiuauiy
ua expecxs to maKe a
second lieutenant in the 9th Infantry;
ness and on a visit to his sister-in-lalengthy European tour before return
appointed a second lieutenant in the
Miss Clara Olsen, secretary at the ex ing home. Mr. Rapp
joined her in
ecutive office.
New York yesterday and will also take 15th U. S. Infantry March 8, 1898;
promoted to first lieutenant March 2,
Hon. and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, who the tour.
1899; appointed a
June 13,
have been visiting the home ranch of
Reverend Thomas Harwood, of Albu- 1902; transferred to captain
the 26th Infantry,
the Salado Livestock Company In querque, the veteran missionary of the 12th of
March, 1903; retired from acGuadalupe County, are expected to re Methodist Episcopal Church in New tive service 22d of
September, 1905.
turn home his evening.
Mexico, was an arrival at noon today
Barlow was retired from acCaptain
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere, from his home in the Duke City, and tive service on account of
disability
who has attended the district court for will be in attendance on the ceremon- Incident to the service
he had perRio Arriba County in Tierra Amarllla, ies of the dedication tomorrow at St. formed while on
duty. He is spoken
during the past two weeks, . returned John's Methodist Episcopal Church. of as an officer of fine education, good
Mr.
Harwood has many good friends executive
to this city last evening.
ability and possesses all nec
Miss Lucile Becker, daughter of Mr. in Santa Fe.
essary qualifications to perform the
The
of
MarMiss
Helen
and Mrs. John Becker, of Belen, has
marriage
duties of Instructor efficiently.
returned home from Lake Forest Sem- tin Waldo, of Kansas City, Missouri, to
A.
T. Rogers, Las Vegas attorney, will
inary, at Chicago, which college she
attended during the past school year. take place in Kansas City, at the WalA. A. Trimble, of Albuquerque, was do residence at 1515 Linwood Avenue,
In Santa Fe today, a guest at the Pal next Wednesday. The wedding will be
ace. Mr. . Trimble s mece and nephew very quiet, none but immediate relahave been attending school in this city tives of the contracting parties will be
pair will
and he accompanied them home this present. The
make its home in Las Vegas, where
afternoon.
Mr. Rogers is established in the prac
Rev. A. P. Morrison, of El Paso,
tice of law.
in
the city yesterday and regis
arrived
Maria de las Mercedes Consuelo Ch.
tered at the Claire. He came to attend
the dedicatory services of the St. ves celebrated her fourth birthday to- takes
away that tired look
John's Methodist Episcopal Church, day with a party of happy children at
the Chaves home, "Los Pinos," 321 from a lady's face after the house-wor- k
to be held tomorrow.
Palace Avenue; DeForest Lord, Alice is done. Gives her
Miss Antoinette Brengle, superincomplexion a refined
Watson, Ruth Safford, Baby Walter,
tendent of the Allison Mission School, Beatrice
and velvety smoothness which
glow
Neal
Mar
Lord,
Sellgman,
and Miss Anna McNair, wtoo is teachdetection. It is not n cosmetic, lut
garet McBride, Norma FIske, Roose
ing a mission school In Mora County, velt Armijo,
Bobby
Dickey
Raynolds,
a
delightfully cleansing and beautifying
have returned from Taos, where they
Raynolds, Dolores Bergere, Ysabel
visited friends for ten days.
which works with Nature to put
Bergere, Rosina Bergere, Helen Wal liquid
U. S. Attorney W. H. H. Llewellyn
face at its best.
a
woman's
Allan
Price
Griffin,
ker, Baby
McCord,
left his home at Las Cruces last Tues- Cross were her guests on the occasion.
day en route to Washington, having
Mrs. T. B. Catron and narty re
been called to the National Capital
turned last evening from a two weeks
on official business. He expects to recamping trip on the Brazos, near Titurn about the last ot the month.
!
erra Amarllla, The present house par
Miss Charlotte Walter, sister of ty at the home of Mrs. Catron con
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter, who sists of the folowlng: The Misses AnAny Flavor You Desire.
spent the past fifteen months at the na Marie Nellis, of Topeka, Kansas;
Walter home, 405 Palace Avenue, will Jeannette Griffin, of Kansas
We
will
deliver Soda Water in any
MisCity,
leave next Wednesday for her home souri; Belle Christensen, Julia
quantity to any part of the city.
at South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
Ethel Walz and Adele Fewel,
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Howard S. Reed, president of the of El Paso; Frank Cole of El
Telephone No. 38.
United States Bank and Trust Com- Paso; and E. L. Cole, of Passaic, New
pany, and Judge N. B. Laughlln left Jersey.
this morning for Taos to look over the
Miss Olive Dibert of Oakland, Cal1
country and to become acquainted ifornia, left Santa Fe Tuesday morn
with the business men of that thriving
will
ing for Topeka, Kansas, where she
Ideas perfected, and
town.
visit the family of her uncle, Rev.
Sumof
firm
the
Mark Summers
of
John D. Knox, thence Miss Dibert will
models made from
mers and Sylvanus, public accountants go to Chicago and Pittsburg to spend
and auditors of Chicago, is in the city, the summer. While here she had a explanations.
Machine, gun
and will spend a week or ten days with pleasant visit with the family of her and
bicycle
repairing. Also
his wife, who resides on Cerrillos cousin, Frank Dibert, treasurer of the
second
and
new
hand bicyRoad.
Santa Fe Central Railway. Miss Di
Rev. Henry A. Buchtel, chancellor bert was much Interested in the many cles for sale and
guaranteed.
of the University of Denver, arrived sights in and around old Santa Fe and
in the city this afternoon and will be will write descriptive articles for sev
Santa
novelty WorKs
present at the dedicatory ceremonies era! papers and magazines.
of St. John's
Methodist Episcopal
256 San Francisco Street 258.
Invitations have been received in
Church tomorrow.
this city announcing the forthcoming
Louis Turley, who has just received
marriage of Miss Annde Meyrlch Dol
his B. A. degree from Harvard Col- lens to Charles M.
Bregg, iwhich will
lege, arrived in the city from Cam- take place on Wednesday, June 28th,
last evening, nexit, at St. Thomas'
bridge, Massachusetts,
Protestant Episaccompanied by his wife, and will copal Church, Oak Mount,
Pennsyl
weeks
several
the
guest vania. Mr.
here,
spend
Bregg is a journalist of
of his brother, Jay Turley.
high reputation and connected with
Miss Otero, who, for the past two the Pittsburg Dispatch. He spent his Fin Rig, Reliable Horses, tlital
ugglM, Surreys, Hack.
weeks, has been in Tierra Amarllla, summer vacations in 1904 and 1905
the guest of the Misses Burns, reached in this city and made many friends
home yesterday from her northern so- while here. He has written some ex- Call up 'Phon No. I when In mm
journ. Miss Otero spent the time very cellent feature stories and articles
of Anythnlf In th
Livery Lin.
agreeably with her friends while ab- on Santa Fe and the Territory.
Drivers Furnlhd..
RaonaMt
sent.
The members of the Wallace Club
Rates.
';'
Mrs. W. M .Oliver of Paducah, Ken- enjoyed a picnic to the Tesuque Cantucky, who has been in Denver for the on last Tuesday. Leaving here earlv
past year for the benefit of her health, In the morning in the Brooklyn, they
arrived In the city last evening and went directly to the canon, where a
joined her husband and his brother pleasant forenoon was spent. A picnic
who left this noon dinner was served at noon. The re- and brother-in-law- ,
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Hagan's
Magnolia
Balm

newly-marrie- d

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
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santa fe,

7

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

3

Hew Mexican,

SeligmanBros. Co.

Established

vm&m

INCOftPOiUTED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and

PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

santa

f.

m,

We

W

We

carry the largest stock
have the most varied

assortment
We show the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead, others follow
It will pay you to see our stock of Carpet and Curtains In fact everything
in our line and we
earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

For Half

P.O.

a

Century the Leading Dry Goods House

In

the City of Santa Fe

Box, 219.

Phone, JTo. 36.

Colorado

c

STRAWBERRIES

!

J

Will only last five or six days more. Let
us have your order for a crate or more

for canning and preserving. Prices will
be lowest from June 16th to June 20th.

h. s.

mm

&

company

Leading urocers.

Phone 26.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES. '
We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in' the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
YOU Can ITPt
- - thfl host vnnAa of fha Inn.wis tunguvuw
est prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
wa will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call In and see
our goods.

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco St., 8anta Fs,

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Bonds.

Surety

Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
fE, M. At.

GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA

CHARLES WAGNER

Fttraitttfe Co
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We are as far in

the

LEAD

as
TEDDY

Chrls-tense-

m

1903.

OurGoodsHavetheCallthisSummer

SODA WATER

Potatoes. Stationery,

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
tmrnmmwsammm

Incorporated

Wholesale and Retail
Dy Goods.

d;-fi-

I

1856.

o

guarantee.
MONEY

ma

UNDERTAKING. AND EMBALMING.

in representing

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embilmer.

the

PEOPLE

2) A TENTS

It will pay you to see us first before
'iuylng any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
antee that the quality Is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
In stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

fb

r LIVERY

,
,.

I

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

STABLE.

14

coaq. racoon.

(lew

peiico

EigopI Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

BENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Fruit Trees.
101 Palaoa A vmh

mwmim

Large
Plenty of
Phon

No. 161
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is hold by Mrs. Mary Gold of New JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS. Contract for School Teacher,
The (New Mexican Printing Company Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
York.
MINOR CITY
A strong wind prevailed at Moriarty has prepared civil and criminal dock-et- a Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
especlallv for the use of justices Teachers' Monthly Report,
station on the Santa Fe Central, 65
Prices.
of
the
evenpeace. They are especially
miles
south
of
this
Thursday
city
,
Galls-t.eoa
from
farmer
Juan Medina,
or
$ .05
sheets, each
ing. Nine telegraph poles were blown ruled, with printed headings, In elthe On
was a visitor In town today.
1
down, and for a time telegraph serv- Spanish or English, made of good rec Full sheet, each
26
Bheets, per dozen
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
ice was Interrupted.
F. M. Pahum, a Denver commercial
36
man, visited the town on business toF. E, Dunlavy, merchant, and P. A. with leather back and covers and can- y2 sheets, per dozen
65
dozen
Full
In
index
full
and
have
front
sheets,
per
sides,
vas,
day.
Speckman, editor of the Estancla
1.76
sheets, per hundred
News, arrived this evening from Es- the feee of justices of the peace and
Gordon Clark, a miner from Rico,
2.60
sheets, per hundred
tancla to be present at the dedicatory constables printed In full on the first
passed through Santa Fe today en
4.00
Inches, Full sheets, per hundred .,
are
The
10x6
pages
page.
of
Methodist
John's
ceremonies
St.
route to Durango.
In civil and 100 assorted blanks take the per
books
made
These
are
up
tomorrow.
Church
Episcopal
100 price.
Edgar Andrews, mining man from
dockets, separate of 320
H. S. Lutz, city agent of the Santa criminal
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
Bonanza, was In the city yesterday and
Fe System, has rented the Plomteaux pages each, or with both civil and
business card will be printed under fll
purchased supplies.
house, No. 114 Cerrlllos Street, and criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
In
To
criminal.
ing without extra cost.
820
and
civil
pages
J. W. Egan, .representing
will occupy It with his family this
a stove
Size of Blank.
firm of Qulncy, Illinois, was In town tosummer. He went to Albuquerque last troduce them they are offered at the
sheet, 7x84 Inches,
day calling on the trade.
evening, returning this afternoon with following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
8xl4 inches.
his wife and children.
E. Retmenschnelder, representing a
Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
and
civil
Combined
orlmlnnal....5.00
of Rio
Perfecto Esqulbel,
Milwaukee brewery, was In town on
For 46 itents additional for a single Promissory Notes, 25: per pad.
Arriba County, was registered at the
commercial buslnes today.
or 55 cents additional for a "Minor Law" Cards for Posting. 25c
docket,
to
Is
route
en
He
Normandie
today.
P. L. Ring, a knight of the grip from
each.
mblnatlon
Aldocket, they will be sent
in
from
his
Amarilla
home
Tlerra
Denver, was In the city today and InMissouri Pleading Forms, $5.
in
Cash
mall
or
express.
by
prepaid
his
is
and
accompanied by
buquerque,
terviewed local merchants.
Ml3:ourl Code Pleading, $6.
daughter, who has been attending full must accompany order. State
Ell Garkle, a homeseeker from
The two for $10.
whether English or Spanish
In the Duke City.
school
lainly
Missouri, was In town today en
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Is
Address
wanted.
inted
heading
of
the
the
directors
At
a meeting of
route to the Estancla Valley.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Rio Grande Land Company, held at
Blanks.
J. S. Van Doren,"of Los Angeles, and
Spanish
the Palace Hotel Friday,, and attended
Auto de Arresto,
S, W. Worthy, of Chicago, spent today
pllego.
by Judge Henry L. Waldo and R. E.
The New Mexican Printing Company Auto de Prison,
In the Capital City sightseeing.
pllego.
Twltchell, of Las Vegas; and Major Is prepared to furnish cards de visite Declaracion
plIego.
Jurada,
H. B. Holman, a railroad man from
R. J Palen, of this city, a dividend of for ladies or gentlemen on short noFianza Oflclal,
pllego.
Lamar, Colorado, came to the city yesf
of one per cent on the capital tice, in first class style at reasonable
Flanza Oflclal y Juramento
pliego,
terday and returned home today.
stock of the company was declared for prices, either engraved or printed. Call
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
A. M. Rosenberg, a drummer from
the quarter ending May 31st.
on the New Mexican Printing Com- Contrato de Pa
pllego.
tldo,
Baltimore, Maryland, looked after busin
M. O. Chadbourne, engineer
pany and leave your orders.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet.,
iness today In the Capital City,
charge of the construction of the exDocumento Garantlzado,
pllego.
Sam P. Jones, of Pueblo, representtension of the Albuquerque Traction
Fe
was
in
Santa
tracks,
ing a packing house, arrived In the
Company's
this week in consultation with officials
city yesterday and called on his trade
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, from
today.
the
which company
Albuquerque CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
F. C. Burns and J. G. Murney, sheep
raction Company has purchased some
NEW MEXICO.
Two
from Albuquerque, passed
buyers
steel rails to be used in the extension
The New Mexican printing Company
through the city today en route to
of its tracks in the Duke City.
has the largest facilities and most
Colorado.
Monday and Tuesday
A large number of tickets have been mnrtprn machinery for doing all kinds
Robert Spiers, a stone mason, ars
on "Theodore of Printing and Binding in
sold for the lecture
rived in the city from Raton yesterday.
of Loose-lea- f
Roosevelt," to be given by Rev. Henry style. Manufacturers
He came to work on the new county
A. Buchtel, chancellor of the Universi' .
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
jail building.
SAr T. T1( ED'S
St. John's Methodist a specialty. Best Book Bindery In 'the
at
of
Denver,
ty
It Is our policy to take a personal
Episcopal Church tonight. Mr. Buchtel Southwest.
Is known as a lecturer all over the
Minlna Blanks.
sheet.
United States, and "Theodore Roose- Amended Location Notice,
velt" is said to be one of his best pro- Agreement of Publisher.
sheet.
Losing it, day after day? And doing
ductions.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
nothing to save it? As though you can
lose your hair and keep it, tool Then
sheet.
Judge A. L. Morrison last Wednes- Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
stop this falling. Stop it at once! You
day received a letter from John L. Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
DISASTER
SAN FRANCISCO
can certainly do it with Ayer's Hair Vigor. It feeds the hair, gives it strength,
sheet.
Norris, M. D., secretary of the Estan- Appearance Bond,
and
cla Board of Trade, inviting him to be Appearance Bond, on Continuance
keeps It in place. And it makes the scalp healthy, cures all dandruff,
Over Two Miles of Films.
.T.O Aver Co.,
nheet.
keeps the hair soft and glossy. Try it and be happy
Lowe ma
present and deliver an address to the
Estancla
at
Torrance
of
Bond
District
for
County
Court,
Appearance,
people
Ad mist i n 85 and 50c.
sheet.
on July fourth. He had been previous- Justice Quarterly Report,
deto
committee
local
eheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
Seats at Ireland's.
ly asked by the
RjserveJ
liver an address in this city, but was Complaint, Criminal,
sheot.
acreleased, in order that he might
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
cept the Estancla invitation.
plaint,
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
Rev. J. H. Smith, of Las Vegas, ar- Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
sheet.
mons.
rived here yesterday in the interest
WILLIAM B PARSC-S- ,
Prop.
sheet
of the A. M. E. Church. Rev. Smith Replevin Boud,
Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa e.
Leading
Forcible Entry and De
is the pastor of the church in Las Ve- Execution
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
sheet.
tainer.
gas and also Santa Fe. This is his
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
his
to
get
sheet
first visit here. He desires
Replevin Writ,
Class Barjera.
sheet.
people together and preach for them Replevin Aindavlt,
East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
tomorrow night and perhaps a night Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
,
Telegraph Office.
or two next week. It is hoped that his Warrant,
sheet
M.
A.
E,
at
the
out
turn
will
neonle
sheet.
Commitment,
Balbrig-gan$1.2- 5
BOUGHT to any
Church on Johnson Street. Services Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
parts in the Coun
sheet
begin at 8 p. m. Everybody cordially Attachment Bond,
try: send tlcke
invited.
General Blanks.
in and get cash for It; tran
After looking over the public lands Bond for Deed,
sheet.
sactions guaranteed; association office.
In the Estancla Valley, Dr. C. G. Ad- Bond. General Form,
sheet.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albu
Men's $2 50 Latest Style Straw Hata for One Week $2 00
ams and F. O. Brown, of Wichita, Bond of indemnity,
sheet.
N. M.
querque,
of
Mulvane,
Lillian
Miss
Hill,
dozen.
Kansas;
Certificate of Marriage, 76c per
Ha
of
South
C.
J.
and
Miller,
Kansas;
Official Bond,
sheet
ven, Kansas, homeseekers, who were Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet
brought to the Territory ny tne j. u Certificate of Election,
sheet
re
Maxwell Immigration Company,
sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
turned to Santa Fe yesterday and to Guardian's Bond and Oath,
:
sheet
lo
the
at
entries
homestead
made
day
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
are
im
ravoramy
office.
cal land
They
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
The only first class in city.
nressed with conditions In the Estan
sheet.
Second to none in Territory.
cla Valley and will become permanent Letters
sheet
Testamentary,
residents.
Four
first class artists : : ;
sheet
Declaration In Assumpsit,
$20.00 Suits $18.50; $22.50 Suits $20.50
The cooler weather predicted by the Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
11.50
Baths .
Electrical
$26.00 Suits $23.00; $28.00 Suits $25.00
weather bureau for last night and to
sheet
25
Baths
Other
$32.00 Suits $27.00; $35.00 Suits $30.00
sheet.
day arrived on schedule time, follow- Satisfaction of Mortgage,
Plaza
Side
Located
West
Parlors
of
a
disagreeable
hours
several
sheet.
$40.00 Suits $35.00
ing
Aaslenment of Mortgage,
dust storm. The temperature went Notice to Assessor 'by Probate Clerk, W. H. KERR,
down to 55 degrees during the night
Coat and Pants for summer wear
sheet
and was 60 at 6 o'clock this morning. Laaia.
$15.00 tq $27.00; all the latest patsheet.
minimum
temperature
no
old
the
all
Experinew,
Yesterday
sheet.
styles
terns,
Personal Property,
81 Lease of
maximum
and
the
60
measures.
Come
to
was
take
enced Cutter
degrees
HENRY KRICK
Chattel Mortgage,
relative
mean
humidity
and leave your order with us and we'll
degrees. The
Sole Agent For
to Appraisers, full sheet.
Warrant
are
was only 22 per cent. Showers
do the rest.
sheet
Power of Attorney,
Lcmp's St. Louis Beer
predicted for eastern, and northeastern Acknowledgment,
sheet.
New Mexico tonight and tomorrow,
SANTA F
sheet
Deed,
HABERDASHERY
Malls
orders Dromptly attended to.
Mortgage
while In the western portion, fair
Mortgage Deed without Insurance Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
con
to
Is
weather, although cooler,
Edward Ehle, Manager.
sheet.
Clause,
Telephone No. 38
tinue.
sheet
Options,
sheet
Notice of Protest,
HORSE.
COMBINATION
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
reasonable
my
a
I will sell at
price
Cures Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.
sheet.
and
well known combination saddle
sheet.
Deed,
Warranty
driving 'horse "Dick."
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
ETHEL PADDOCK
"$1 now
sheet
Bargain and Sale Deed,
10
Deed of Trust, full sheet
DINNER
A GRAND
100
Bheet.
Release of Deed of Trust.
Tomorrow we will show you what Homestead Affidavit,
1000
sheet.
can Le done In the way of serving
10000
Homestead Application,
sheet
100000
great big dinner for only 26 cents.
sheet
Affidavit
i
Lunch
Room,
and
Bon
Hotel
Ton
The
1000000 by an by"
Homestead Proof, full sheet
a
leader.
Put
like
need
sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
Dollars,
sheep,
THE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING
sheet.
a dollar leader in a savings account
Desert Land Entry,
the
when
summer
the
time,
During
with us, and let It lead other hunAffidavit Required of Claimant
out
to
"tuck"
all
the
seems
take
heat
dreds to your credit.
sheet
of vou. then Is when a nice, cool drink
sheet
Affidavit,
of Dr. Laurltzen's Health Table Malt
sheet.
will revive your drooping spirits, tone Township Plats,
sheet
Sheep Contract,
feel
make
and
you
UNITED STATES BAJ
system
A(1D TRUST
your
up
sheet
Agreement,
like a new person.
Application tor License, Retail Liquor
CO,
&
S.
KAUNE
H.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
sheet
Dealers,
Phone 26.
tor License. Games an
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38 Application
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
AN EXTRA EFFORT
No. 49 Will be made to serve the best dinner Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet
and save mony on your purchases. Our guarantee of of' the season at the Bon Ton Hotel Execution,
sheet.
tomorrow.
Lav
Counter
Lunch
and
shBet.
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
Summons,
and
one
for
aside
day
cooking
your
CATALOG IS FREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
Subnoe-- a
sheet
take the whole family there; only 25
sheet.
Complaint,
Capias
BROCK & FEAGANS,
cents.
.
sheet
Search Warrant
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
New Mexican Printing iomuany,
Stock Blanks.
U. . WEATHER BUREAU NOTE8.
SanU Fe. New Mexico.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's Dealers,
Forecast for New Mexico.
in
books
Recorded Brand,
sheet;
Showers In east portion Sunday and
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
in nortneast portien tonignt; cooier in Bill of
Sale, Animals not Bearing VenWe Have Hobby ! It is Stroesse & Bros. Made
east portion; lair weainer in wast pur
sheet
dor's Recorded Brand,
linn
sheet
Ready to Wear. We are going to ride It just as long as it is
Yesterday the thermometer registered Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Handle
to
id
Drive
Gather,
Authority
some
of
for the Interest
our customers to do so. We have made
Maximum temperature 81 degrees at
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
3:10 p. m.
pretty strosg assertion In the past regarding the make of flne
sheet.
Brand,
at
Minimum temperature 60 degrees
to Gather. Drive and Handle
Authority
clothing. We have said nothing, however, that we cannot back
1:30 a. m.
Animals not Bearing Owner's Re
with facts. Come lu and see what you can get for your $15 to S25.
The mean temperature tor the 24
sheet.
corded Brand,
hours was 70 degrees.
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
nfint
Main rAt&flvA tiumlrilt.v Sfi
Lowest temperature during last night
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
59 degrees.
Our Blank Books speak for then
Temperature at 6:00 a; m. today, 60 selves.
8chool Blanks.
degrees.
naih nt School Director,
The New Mexican Printing Company Certificate of Apportionment of School
has on hand a large supply of pads
sheet
Funds,
tor
school work, District Clerk's Annual Report
suitable
and
tablets
W
1 1
111
i
III
sheet
the desk, and also tor lawyers and
sheet
merchants; good anywhere. We will Enumeration Form,
sheet
sell them at nve cents In book form, Teacher's Certificate,
sheet
but will give a discount on quantities Certificate of Appointment,

JOPICS)

Interest in the wants and welfare of
our patrons. United States Bank and
TruBt Company.
Miss Katie Mason, who has been attending schoool at Silverton, Colorado,
passed through the city today en route
to her home in Willard.
L. M. Tardeeri, of Garden City, Kansas, was in the city today securing
employes for the beet fields In the
Rocky Ford district, Colorado.
James Baca, Jr., of Albuquerque, Is
In the city, the guest of his mother,
Mrs. Jessie Baca, and his aunt, Mrs.
Anita Chapman.
John H. Bell Is now acting agent of
the Wells, Fargo Express Company in
this city, Agent R. J. Barnes having
gone on a vacation to Kansas City.
George F. Albright, assessor of
County, left Albuquerque yesterday on his annual outing to the upper Pecos River.
H. W. Arnstlne, traveling out of
Cleveland, Ohio, for a wholesale jewelry firm, arrived In the city yesterday and today interviewed local dealers.
Captain Fred Fornoff went to Albuquerque yesterday to join Governor
Hagerman in his visit to the Duke
City. Captain Fornoff calls Albuquerque his home.
The De Vargas procession will start
from the Cathedral tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. It promises to be
very interesting and unique, especially
to visitors and to tourists in the Capital.
A party of tourists comprising H. W.
Emerson, F. C. Emerson, R. A. Emerson, and Harry M. Robbins, of Chicago, arrived in the city yesterday and
spent today sightseeing and securing
photographs.
The curio store of A. R. Gibson, situated on the west side of the Plaza,
was closed yesterday by Deputy Sheriff R. L. Baca and A. B. Renehan has
been appointed receiver. It is understood that a mortgage on the stock

n vK.

OUR LEADER

f'fn

y

Ber-nalll- o

May-woo-

We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
forwarded on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
this present week. If you are In the market for a wagon, buy the best
the "Old Hickory" at less price tha n you can buy any other standard
make. Investigate for yourself.

To Our Furniture

Dapartment

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Uliman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.

one-hal-

Window Shades and Fixtures
Lawn Furniture

LEGAL BLANKS! SOPERA HOUSE

and other new lines. It will pay you
to visit this department

Nights

--

first-clas-

lco Cream at home whenever you want
it. It's nice to serve to your friends at

June 25 and 26.

Great Proving
Picture Show

Hair Falls

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer

I

i

SPECIAL

Let Us Fit You Ouu
with a jointed rod of Japanese or Calcutta Bamboo, plain or cedar Inlaid;

one of the finest Lancewood; one of
highly polished ash or varnished maple
or, still different, a full nickelled jointed steel rod. These vary In length from
8 to 20 feet.
Reels, lines of every
kind, endless assortment of flies, fish
baskets, minnow pails, seines, nets,
trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooks
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
spears. Come in and look us over.

ONE WEEK

Read

!

Read

--

!

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Men's Lace Weave

ART PICTURES AND tRAMING

Underwear
suit
$1.00.
per

Suits to Order That Are

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

rm,

RIGHT.
Fit Guaranteed

--

...

Proprietor.

We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

Send for Catalogue.

Attention.
HOWLAND

LEO

& CO.

C510 South Broadway1
1,08 ANGELES. CALIF.

P(SCJt

. . .

I

wholesale;
and

FLOUR, HAY,
If.R&lM PtlTATIIFS
" UlnAJa
SaLT and SEEDS.
UAA-&AU- &

RETAIL'
DEALERS IN

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN

HOUSE IN SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

.

Dollar

181

Leaders

flemington

--

--

C0PAW

Slk

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we haTe in our busmess. To have our
customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon"

i3 the very

best recommendation we can strive

for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

ia a

great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

SCDTTT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

typewriter

pTgtK Jewelry Catalog

--

Jewelets

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

a

nr

. .

JACOB WELTMER

. .

This Week Only

Special Sale
White and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost

New Linens,

ADOLPH SELIGM AN .

I
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MINES

AND

.

mm,

Cry in'.

HOTEL

ARRIVALS.

My pa, he says It's foolish.
Palace.
An' ma She says, "Oh, ne I
W. H. Arnstine, Cleveland, Ohio; E.
Eddy County.
But they don't know about 've
While drilling an artesian well for
Relmenschnelder, Milwaukee, Wiscon
Jest 'a' got 'o cryl
J. K. Heaite near Lake Arthur, Indi
sin; A. A. Trimble, Albuquerque; J. S.
he
trousers
pa
My
says
my
cations of oil were struck at a depth
Van Doren, Los Angelos; S. W.
,
Will Jest be took away
oC 315 feet and at a depth of 700 feet
If I come home
Chicago; J. W. Egan, Quincy, Illi
,
bubbles of oil rose to the surface. The
A sixty times a day.
nois; E. C. Stone, Pueblo; Katie Ma
drillers say that at a depth of 2,000
son, WillaTd; Sam P. Jones, Pueblo.
A boy has lots o' troubles
feet oil would certainly be struck In
Claire.
'At pa ain't never saw.
paying quantities.
I wonder if he ever
C. G. Reum, El Paso; E. V. Chaves,
Socorro County.
Got pasted on the Jaw I
Albuquerque; A. P. Morrison, El Paso;
'
Professor Charles R. Keyes, In the
Jack Ryan, San Francisco; P. L. Ring,
An' ma she don't know nothln'
Engineering and Mining Journal for
Er where she's at at all.
Denver; A. M. Rosenlburg, Baltimore,
this week, gives a description of reI wish some great big snoozer
Maryland; George V, Poilly, Wichita;
'TJd swipe her bat an' ball
cent coal discoveries of the carbonifMiss Lillian Hill, Mulvane, Kansas; C.
erous a:e mado in Socorro County.
An' they don't know yer teacher-H- ow
Cv Miller, South Haven, Kansas; F. O.
The article is the leader of the Journal
strlck she is an' mean
Brown, Wichita; Dr. C. O. Adams,
An' how she's proud an' sassy
for that issue, and reads as follows :
Wichita; H. W. Emerson, F. C. Em
Becui
her hands la clean.
The vast coal deposits of the Rocky
erson, R. A. Emerson, Harry M. Robmountain region are geologically very
An when yer little sister
bins, Chicago; H. B. Holman, Lamar,
tore
In
Has
books
than
the
two
much younger
yer
F. B. Downs, Belle Plains,
Colorado;
Te
raise
a
daresn't
racket
formations of the Mississippi Valley
Kansas.
Er get Into a stew.
and the Appalachians. The coals of
Normandle.
the West are Cretaceous and Tertiary
"She's such a cunnln' darlln',
Edgar Andrews, Bonanza; Perfecto
The sweetest little tot I"
n ago, wruie those ot tne Kast are
They let the darlln' baby
Esqulbel, Rio Arriba County; L. M.
Carboniferous.
Bust everything yer gott
Tardeen, Garden City, Kansas; GorCarboniferous coals have been gendon Claris, Rico: Robert Solera. Ra
An' when yer goin' swImmlA'
erally unknown in the West, and It is.
An' all the boys says, "Come,"
ton; Joseph Aino, Cerrlllos: F. C.
therefore, of considerable Interest that
Ter ma says, "Not today, sir;
Burns, J. C. Muraey, Albuquerque; C.
in central New Mexico coals of true
I need you here to hum."
E. Wells, Denver; Juan Medina, Galls-teo- ;
Jarbonlferous age have been recently
Anitonio Saraclno, Lamy.
An'
time
havln'
every
yer
de
As
unknown
discovered.
yet the
Yer lnnln's at the bat
Coronado.
posits are quite limited; but their
Then some one up an' hollers,
Eli
Marywood, Missouri; F.
"You kids come out o' thatl"
thickness, and geological relation
M. Pahum, Denver.
ships, show that the formations In
I ain't no girl er sissy,
which they occur were once very ex
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
But I don't tell no lie.
$5.50
An' sometimes fellers has ter
tensive, perhaps rivaling the eastern
Good Commercial Eaton Nut
BARGAINS IN ORCH5.00
They Jest 'a' got 'o cryl
deposits. They have suffered tremen
I. Junkln In Woman's Home
Charles
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
dous erosion which has almost swept
ARDS AND RANCHES
Companion.
and Con1 Wood. All order3 receive prompt and careful attention.
away the evideces of their existence,
Their stratigraphy indicates a very
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famed
He Found a Better Place,
much greater development. The recEspanola Valley Thirty Miles
Aiarit Twain wnne at uls summer
m ognition of their existence, their geo
North of Santa Fe.
residence prepared one evening to take
OFFlrE; Garfield Ave., Near A., T. A S. F. Depot. 'Phone No. 88.
The following orchards and farm
logical horizon, and their great former a drive and, expecting to remain out
extent, Is suggestive of much more Im until late, told the stable boy that be properties in the famed and fruitful
portant deposits than are at present need not wait for him. He directed Espanola Valley in southern Rio Ar
known.
the fellow, however, when he had fin riba County in the Territory of New
The name of this coal bearing se- ished his work to lock the stable and Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
quence, the Ladroneslan series, Is tak place the key under a stone, the loca There are satisfactory reasons for sellen from the Sierra Ladrones, near tion of which Mr. Clemeni described ing. The section is one of the finest
which place important outcrops of the with much exactness. When the hu fruit and
agricultural, not only In New
formation occur. The known area of morist reached home after his drive Mexico, but in the 'southwest.
The
the
series is quite limit ho was surprised to find that the
supply of water for irrigation purposes
key
ed; however, it Is surmised that the was not In the place selected. When Is ample and stable at all times. The
formation will eventually be found his patience had been exhausted be climate is of the best. For
particulars
widely distributed, though probably awoke the boy, who explained as he address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
in more or less isolated areas. The started out to find the
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexmissing key:
known exposures are confined to the
"Mr. Clemens, I found a better place ico. The
properties are:
Rio Grande Valley In the Sierra
to hide
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
Ledger.
about b miles north of Socor
one acre bearing orohard; small house,
ro, and also In the foothills of the SiA Difference.
well, barn and corral; all fenced and
erra Filicla, 10 miles east of the same
under Irrigation; one mile from post- town.
office, two and a half miles to railroad
a marked
In lithologic character,
station; price $30 per acre.
contrast is presented to the associated
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
secThe
limestones.
are
which
rocks,
standard apple trees; six miles from
ArIn
of
as
the
shales
tion
displayed
This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New OrEspanola; good house, barn, corral
royo Alamito, 10 miles east of Socorro.
ind packing house; produced
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
2,900
has a vertical measurement of about
ooxes of apples last year; irrigation
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
100 feet. It consists mainly of gray
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
connections made for all points North, Ea? snd Southeast.
argillaceous shales with some thin
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and mar-e- t
best
The
sandstone
exposure
layers.
i.
garden tract, onehalf mile to town,
is at the pit which has been opened
railroad, postoffice, school and church;
In the
used
for
the
TAKE
up
mainly
FAST
jood six room house, having telemanufacture of refractory ware at So
THE.
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack-nTRAIN.
corro.
Llthologically, this section
house; a highly profitable business
would pass for a good representation
and a fine home; produces annually
Meas
Coal
of
any section of the Lower
h
700 to $900 in vegetables
alone; price
ures In the Mississippi Valley. A few
w
2,250.
1 1 Is
formation
miles
south
the
further
EQUIPMENT
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
believed to be more than twice the
k
icres with good fences and improveLeaves El Paso at 6:80 p. m, Mountain Time
thickness noted above.
nents, has excellent waiter,
shelter.
Notwithstanding the fact that the
say land and controls several thouvertical measurement of the formation
For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
Lady Good morning, little girl, Do and acres of fine goat grazing land.
under consideration Is so limited, and
No better proposition for a paying
E. W. CURTIS,
the area so small, the stratigraphy Is you live around here?
Little Girl-- No,
sneep ranch in New Mexico.
I'm
ma'am;
uncon
of
just
The
clearly displayed.
plane
Southwestern Passenger Agent,
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
Leslie's Weekly. .
formity on which It was deposited Is boarding.
k
ten
acres of full hearing apples of
. .
PASO, Tit,
one of wide extent;
it bevels the
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
Prodigal's Reception.
E. P. Tusnm,
fundamental complexity of the Archeo-zoiThe automobile rolled up to the tum seven acres of good alfalfa aad three
age, as well as the early Carbonif- bling shanty, and a
Gen. Passenger Agent,
Traveling Passenger Agent,
young man with acres garden land," good five room
erous strata.
diamonds sparkling over him like dew- - adobe house, well built and finished,
El Paso, Texas.
Dallas, Texas.
The upper part of the formation,
rushed through the gate.
good barn ; the whole place almost en
which no doubt was once very Import- drops
he cried excitedly, "don't you tirely surrounded by a hedge of box- "Dad,"
J
ant, and of considerable magnitude,
XXX.
me? Why, this Is Bill. Don't elder trees which serve as a
has suffered through erosion, until It is recognize
protection
remember that ten long years ago from the wind and add to the attrac
now nearly effaced. The Mid Carbonic you sent me
a plug of tobacco tiveness of the
after
you
place; produced last
erous limestones of the Manzanan se- and I ran
away? Now I have returned year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
ries appear to rest directly upon these and
and enough govbrought you
miles east of Espanola,
shales with marked unconformable re- ernment bonds togold
build a castle."
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden." one
lationships, wherever exposed.
The old man arose from the broken half mile east of
Espanola at $2,250.
No animal remains have yet been chair and
frowned.
This place is a full hearing apple orfound In the shales. Plant remains,
"Boy!"
chard and market garden tract of sev
which are abundant, are chiefly lepi"Yes, dad."
en acres; a six room house;
dodendrld types peculiar to the lowest
telephone,
"Whar's that plug of tobacco?"
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
beds of the Des Moines series, and the Brooklyn
Eagle.
wire fence and house for chickens. A
upper parts of the Arkansas series of
beautiful and convenient home and a
Missouri, Kansas, and the country to
Arithmetical.
to maAe good money, besides
the south,
"Yes," said the old mathematician. place
apples this place has cherries, pears,
As a coal deposit, no workable with a gleam In his
eyes, "I've always
seams are as yet known In any of the looked at It that way. Marriage Is ad plums, quinces and large bed3 of as
Ladroneslan beds. It Is not Improb- dition; when the little ones come it's paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
able that sooner or later coals of work- multiplication; when dissension looms vegetable products alone of this place
able thickness will be discovered, es- up to cloud the horizon of their happi bring in annually $750 to $900. The
year In .vegetables
pecially as the formation becomes bet- ness it's division, and when the final net receipts-las- t
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
ter known. The fact that several parting comes It's subtraction!"
miles south of the Alamito locality In
"And how about divorce?" asked the
a drilled well, two coal seams were listener.
FOB WOOD, HAY, ETC.
PROPOSALS
passed through at a depth of 200 feet
"Ob, I guess that would come under Sealeri proposals plainly marked on the outIn what appears to be the same forma- the denomination of fractions!" New side of the envelope, "Proposnli for Wood
Hay, Bto." and addressed to the
tion, goes to show that It is quite ex- York Press.
etSsnttt Fe, New Mexico, will beundersigned
received at
the Iud In School until 2 o'clork p, m. of
obtained on the
tensive. The
July II 1906, for furnishing and delivering at
An Unkind Explanation.
Arroyo Alamito are among the most
the school as required during the fiscal
CHICAGO.
'Why does Wyndam Long Insist on endinir June 10. 1007. nhnnt ninAr.D n yeari
important In that region. The shales
ONE FARE
lbs. of potatoes, aud WO
66tonsofhay,5i),0r0
all
are
his
excellent
for
the
letters?"
of
a
manufacture
$31.50
asked mem
dictating
Plus $2.00 for
chile, as per specifications
?' ground
ber of congress.
ST. LOUIS,
vitrified brick. ,
obtainable
at the school. Bidders
will stite
the Round Trip
in their bids the price of ech article
'He wasn't able to make many clearly
The recognition of remnants of an
$26.50
to be offered under contract.
All
supplies
June 1 and 2,
KANSAS CITY,
extensive coal group In this region, Is speeches this session," answered the so offered will be rigidly inspected.
The
is reiervtd to reject any or all bids, or
right
"and
this
because
of
the
enables
him
to
$19.00
9
stenographer,
important
to 16,
possibilities
and
any part of any bid, if deemed for the best
interests of the Service. Each bid must be
opened up for the discovery of exten- hear the sound of his own voice."
Proportionately
July 1 to 10.
accompanied by a certified check or draft
Low Rates
sive workable deposits. The peculi Washington Star.
some United States
upon
or sol- Return Limit
to Hundreds
.1. .. ....
arities of the stratigraphy, the obentnatlonnl hunk, marla depository
navakl.
der
of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
October 31st.
Her Wants.
of Other
scured character of the outcrop, the
mama pBr cenioi tue amount of the
.ui
nature of the overlying formations,
"Say, what's the matter?" growled urupynu, wnicn
Eastern Points,
onecK or drart shall be
..... kMj..
the United St. t
and the unusual conditions of climate the Indulgent husband at last "You're reori to
I nit
nn award ahull full tn
have all contributed toward preventing getting everything you need. Will you promptly a satisfactory contract in aocord-ane- e
with his bid; otherwise to be returned
these productive coal measures from never be satisfied?"
to the bidder. For further information
apply
"No," replied the spoiled beauty, with to Clinton J. Crandall,
being prospected and exploited.
Superintendent.
a pout, "not until I get everything that
I don't need." Philadelphia Press.
SANTA FE EXCURSION
Through Sleeping Cars to
RATES EAST
THE G0R0HBDO BESTHDBBNT
Mothers,
Summer rates have been made bv
ee,
Jimmy-GI've
the
mothbest
got
SUNDAY DINNER.
the Santa Fe to points in the states of
er In the world! She don't make me
MENU.
Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
wash my face once a day.
Nebraska, North Dakota,
Johnny Huh, that ain't nothln'I My Missouri,
Relishes.
South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn.. Wis
Dill Pickles mother don't never cut her plea in consin and
Green Onions
Wyoming.
less'n four pieces. American Spectator.
These rates are a little more than
ELEGANT DINING CARS
one fare for the round trip. The
Soup.
The Bent Kind.
Meals a la Carte.
Chicken a la Cream
"What do you think of wives to or- round trip rate to Chicago being $48.35,
Kansas City $35.85, St. .LouU JJ43.36,
der?"
Meats.
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
"I would prefer one ready made."
K. C. Loin Rib Roast, Brown Gravy
lot and 2d, June 9th to 16tb, July 1st
Baltimore American.
Baked Chicken, Sage Dressing .
to 10, good for return nasaaee until
All Cars Equipped With
October 31st, for particulars call on
The New Mexican Printing Com agents of the Santa Fe.
Vegetables.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND FANS
Braized Potatoes
pany has on hand a large supply of
.
H. 8. LUTZ,
Cream Slaw
writing tablets and scratch pads suitAgent, Santa Fe, N. M.
Stewed Tomatoes able for school children, lawyers, merSweet Entree
chants and also (or, home use, which
REMEMBER!
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound That the Bon Ton Is the
Jenny Lind Pancakes
only eating
and
if
in
ordered
cheaper
For Further Information call on or address
larger quan- house in the city ot Santa Fe that
"
tities.
These tablets are made from keeps open at night. The doors are
Deaert.
the odds and ends of the best paper never closed and you can
Chocolate Pie
Apple Pie
get someH. B. KOOSER, O. W. P. & P. A.
J. H. GINET, Jr., T. P. A.
Lemon Ice Cream
obtainable, and you are getting double thing to eat at any hour ot the day or
Tea
Coffee
Milk
Ice Tea your money's worth
when buying. night.
Dinner 25c. GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
Sunday, June 24
i70(f Stout Street, Dearer, Colo.
Blobbs "Closefist says be believes
THEM. Q. L. Herrera, Prop.
.
in casting his bread upon the water."
Slobbs "Yest, with an anchor tied to
New Mexican advertising pays.
We print the latest and best news.
...
it"
it-I-

bbeas

War-thy-

No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
m .
mmm
tuau ucaiiuy, ouuug aim mm mm
goodnatured. Our book I
fni
mm mm

woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Bradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
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for Wedding Carda amd Atmonmcsmate
the Mew Memlcan.
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And many other painful and seriotm
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
i rneni. x nis great remeuy
to women, carrying
Tiiiuiiiii through their
most critical
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ALL KINDS OP BUILDING MATV&IAI,

Cord And Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your StoTo
CERRILLOS
Deliyered to Any
A I
tad HAGAN
Part of the Cit- yTRANSFER

Mi

Phene s Santa Fe.

UUAL

We Haul KTerythl- -f Movable
Branch Ogee astdYatda at Cerrilloa, BT. M.
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Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
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GHOST
"By

1TE

PACE. SEVEN.

Future Raiboad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Qijl
uVUi Located on Belen
of Santa Fe R'y
f

N.

Cut-of-

by Beatrix Ittade

Helen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,
Carter threw down the pamphlet
with an exclamation of disgust. "You'll
never get ahead If you read that sort
of trash," he admonished. "Why don't
you get good books, Bobby?"
"These la good," protested Bobby.
"They're first rate. I'll let you have
If to read after I've finished If you
don't believe It"
Carter fled. It was not the first time
he had sought to correct Bobby's literary taste, and It generally ended in bis
defeat. Once be had thought of appealing to Thomas Face, but be had a
liking for the lad, and to report to the
head of the firm that the office boy was
devoted to dime novels might simply
result In the loss of his job.
It was Bobby who had saved the
day when Mabel Keeler had been accused of losing an Important letter by
declaring that he had lost It himself.
It had very nearly resulted In his own
dismissal. But Bobby could be sworn
at, and this had saved the situation by
providing a vent for the "old man's"

1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

out with broad 80 end

"I

AM

00150

TO

memorable day on the street, and
Pace's appearance bore the marks of
tbe storm.
"Carter," he said hurriedly, "you
may let the clerks go, but I' wish you
would stay yourself. I shall be busy
for some time and may need you. Miss
Keeler, please get your book."
With a sigh Mabel picked up ber
stenographic book and followed her
employer Into his private office. Carter dismissed the other clerks and returned quietly to his books. Bobby
made himself comfortable and reached
for bis beloved literature. He must
wait to copy the letters Mabel was
taking down, but he had a new Issue
of "Tbe Young Pioneers" and a delay
did not worry him.
' For an hour or so the outer office was
quiet the stillness broken only by tbe
scratching of Carter's pen and the Indistinct monotone of Pace's voice as he
dictated steadily. Then with a crash
tbe door was thrown open and Frederick Brace burst In.
Bobby sprang up In surprise. Brace
was a broken down operator a "ghost,"
in the slang of the street; a ghost of
the past, who now and then came Into
the customers' room to beg a "stake"
from some old timer who could remember when Brace was one of the leading operators on the street and not a
broken down hanger on, playing an occasional tip In tbe bucket shops on
money borrowed from some sympathetic and prosperous acquaintance.
He could have no business with Thomas Pace.
Brace brushed him aside and strode
through tbe wicket gate. Carter sprang
to Interpose, but was thrown roughly
to one side, and followed, expostulating, as the excited man forced his way
into Pace's office.
Pace looked up In astonishment.
"What Is it Bracer he asked. Bis
band sought his pocketbook.
"I've not come for a loan," laughed
Brace wildly. "I don't want your charity, Tom Pace. I want justice." He
swayed unsteadily, the light of madness gleaming in his eyes. "I want
you to give back what you have stolen
from me."
Pace held out a bill. "You are excited, Brace," be said quietly. "Come In
In tbe morning and talk It over. I am
,

very busy now. This will fix yon np
for the present won't It!"
Brace snatched the bill from bis hand
and tore It In shreds. "Five dollars!"
be laughed wildly. "You think you
can get off with $5? Why, I want a
In the
million. You've got
safe."
"You should know better than that,"
protested Pace. "You know we send
everything to tbe safe deposit at 5."
"You've got It tonight," raved Brace,
"I know-- - Come back!" he broke off
as Carter tried to leave the room. The
bookkeeper paused for a second,
drew a revolver, from his
It-t-here

Irreto-intgBra-

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments ; the Belen Patent 'Roll
er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large 'winery; tl.ee;:
tels, restaurants, ote.,

ho-

Belen i3 the largest shipping point

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central iitw
railroad

importance as a great commercial
ciiv in tho near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico.

Ha

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
FAST

ALL

The

leading

Old Meiico.

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well

grad-

ed (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
We need a first class bakery, tailor ihop, shoe
gravel.

planing mill, coal and wood
first class,
shop, etc., ete., also

house, jeweler, plumbing sho
yard, drug store, hurnGsu
modern hotol.

Our prices of lots are low and terms on eaay payments;
d
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
Cfuh.
with
on
remaiu
note,
mortgage semay
One-thir-

BELEN TOWNSITE

Two-thir-

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and pric, if you wiah to secure

JOHN BECKER, President.

the choicest lota, to

WjiI. M. JBEBGEB, Secretary

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

It.

KILL I0U."

junc-

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston-anpoints East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

Ever since that night Bobby had been
a favorite with Carter and Mabel.
They two were to marry when the long
expected ralae came, and Bobby knew

"TOO LATE," SAID BBACB.

the

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

choler.

It was some three hours later and the
exploits of Antelope Andy, the famous
Indian killer, were drawing to a close
wherein he saved the girl, but did not
marry her In order that there might
be another romance in the next Issue
of the series, when tbe book suddenly
shot Into the desk and Bobby stood at
attention. Long practice had ennbled
him to tell the "old man's" hand on tbe
knob among a thousand.
race passed rapidly across the customer's space and into the cashier's
cage. The clerks looked wonderlngly
at him. They knew that It had been a

b.t

-

pocket. Carter motioned him to return it and Htepped back to tho desk.
The Incident seemed to fan Brace's
fury. 1I( stared wildly abont tho room.
"You ruined me!" he shouted. "You
stole from me! They tell me you broke
the O. and W. pool. Don't deny It. The
papers are full of it." He drew out an
extra of ono of the afternoon papers
ond waved It In front of Pace.
"What of It?" demanded the broker.
"Brady gave uie a hundred to play
on tbe pool. One hundred dollars on
a two dollar margin. Fifty shares-e- nd
you broke the pool."
"I found that the others had broken
their agreement, and I had to get out
to protect myself," explained race. "I
had no knowledge of your operations.
It was purely self defense."
"You lie," snarled Brace. "You did
It to throw me. You knew that with
such a start I could have won back
to tbe Exchange. You were afraid of
me and you ruined me."
For the first tlmo Pace showed impatience. He must get certain letters
out In time to catch the night mall.
"Come In In the morning and argue the
matter," he said. "I 'cannot spare the
time to talk tonight."
Brace leveled his revolver. "Unless
you give me back the money you stole
from me," he said Impressively, "I
shall shoot you down like a dog, you
and these others too. Then I shall take
the money that Is really mine and flee.
I have It all arranged. I will count
ten."
Pace's face was beaded with perspiration. No help was at hand, and this
man, driven mad by the excitement of
the panic, had them at his mercy. "I
will give in," he said weakly. "Come
over to the safe."
"Too late," said Brace, his brain taking a new impression. "I am going to
kill you anyway. One, two, three"
He sank to the floor with a groan. A
huge commercial report had knocked
him senseless, and Bobby stood triumphantly over tho prostrate figure.
"I thought It was Just a row," he
said, "until the 'Ghost' begun t' count.
Then I remembered that was the way
they did with Antelope Andy." He
fished the book from bis hip pocket.
" 'Quick as a flash, " he read, " 'Antelope Andy, with herculean strength,
seized the chest and brought It down
on the head of his antagonist, felling
him like a log.' I guess them half
dime books ain't no good."
He turned to Carter, who explained
to the mystified Pace.
"I think, Robert," declared the
broker, "that there. Is good In all
things. We. shall have to raise your
salary' to enable you to Increase your
library and so be provided against all
emergencies."
"I don't want no raise," protested
Bobby. "Give It to Carter or Miss
Mabel. They want it to get married
on."
"I guess that can be arranged, too."
laughed Pace. "And as soon as we can
get an ambulance here to 'take care of
poor Brace we'll go uptown for a celebration dinner."
"At a real restaurant?" demanded

raplier he cut" (flip- and burned" if and
was as poor as ever all the rest of big
life. London Spectator.
WhWkera aaToothiteka.
Nature has armed tbe walrus with a
growth of whiskers which extend
three or four Inches from its snout,
with the apparent motive of enabling
it to detect the presence of an Iceberg
before actual contact has resulted.
These whiskers are quite stiff, and this
quality Improves with age. When a
walrus Is killed the natives proceed to
pull out, with the eld of rude pinchers,
each separate whisker. After a thorough drying they are arranged In neat
packages and exported to China for use
as toothpicks.

maker, it" was TaCen" down aniTseTup
in a summer garden. It did not make

money for its owners there and was
sold to a concessionualre connected
with the Louisiana Purchase expedition for $200,000. At the clone of the
fair Its wrecking was determined upon.

THE ELUSIVE GAPON,

Huaalan Prleat Who Led Working.
men Will Not Star Dead.
Father George Gapon, tbe Russian
priest who led the worklngmen's demonstration before the Winter palace at
St. Petersburg on "bloody Sunday" of
January, 1905, has been resurrected
again. He has been killed several
times, according to reports from tho
Russian capital, but each time has
bobbed up alive, If not serenely, In
Three of a Kind and
Pair.
some other place. Not long after the
actor
friend claimed
Hewitt Our
events of "bloody Sunday" he was rethat he played to a full house last
killed, but was soon afterward
night, and It turned out there were ported
only five people in the audience. Jew-et- t
Well, It was the regulation full
house. There were three men In the
gallery and a man and his wife downstairs. New York Press.
A

ZOOLOGICAL FREAK,
Coloring--

Scientists are much interested in the
announcement that a living specimen
of tbe okapl, an animal somewhat like
a giraffe, but spotted with almost all
the colors of the rainbow, has been
seen In Africa. The traveler who reports the find is Captain Boyd Alexander of the Alexander-Goslinexpedition, who aaya ha boa the skin Of the

Fauioun Attraction at Two
"At the best," laughed Pace.
World' Fairs Wn Dynamited.
I
"Gee!" sighed Bobby. "I'm glad
The famous Kerris wheel Is no more.
saved yer. I'm hungry, I only had Its destruction formed an incident In
a cream puff and a pretzel for lunch."
tbe wreckiug of the world's fair buildOn the way up in the street car the
at St. Louis. A charge of dynacabs had all gone uptown at that hour ings was
mite
exploded under it, and the
Mabel.
sat
Carter
and
between
Bobby
wheel in which over 6,000,000
great
"Them books Is good," be Suggested,
have ridden and in which
his mind harking back to the discussion persons
many sensation seeking couples have
of the afternoon.
been wedded was blown Into a mass
"I bet you'll let your boys read
added,
i
them,!' Bobby
St. Colamba'a Stake.
On one occasion, so the legend goes,
St. Columba blessed a knife so that it
never could hurt any creature after-

y

'

SIAPBHOT OF FERBI8 WHEEi AS IT HELL,

of junk. The Ferris wheel was built
for the Columbian exposition at Chicago and weighed 4,200 tons. It bad
an altitude of about 200 feet and cost
originally about 1750,000. After the
rtlfilgo fatr- - where It proved a money

rrr

Special summer rates to Los Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coast
po!nt3 by way of the Santa Fe Central Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S.
B. Grlmshaw,
general passenger agent.

Montezuma Lodge No
F. &Jl. M. Regular communication first
Mouanj of oaah mnntb
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
OAPON.

.

P. m.
H. F. STEPHENS. W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

g

How

ward. Ills blessing produced exactly
the opposite effect on the stake. A
very poor peasant brought It at the
saint's bidding. St. Columba sharpened It, with his own hand and theu
blessed It. "Keep It," he said. "It will
hurt neither man nor beast, only wild
animals and fish: So long as you keep
It you will never lack flesh food." The
peasant fastened It In the ground and
the very next day found a very fine
stag Impaled. Not a day passed without some wild creature being thus captured. The wife was frightened.
"(Some one. will get hurt," she said.
"Then we shall be either killed or sold
as slaves." The peasant removed it
and laid it by In his house. The next
day his dog was killed by it. He put
It lu the river and found a.marvelous-Ibig salmon on It. The next place
was on the roof, where It proved fatal
to a crow, Persuaded by his wife
"per soclnr). ''lLAdnni.'Isays tl;e.bl

ninmm r

seen at Nice, where he was said to bo
sojourning for bis health. Reports of
his death appeared at various times
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
after that, only to be followed by stoR. A. M. Regular
1,
reries of his being seen alive. Quite
convocation
2nd Moncently a very circumstantial account
day of each month at
was published of bis assassination by
Masonic Hall at 7:30
a revolutionist on account of alleged
p. m.
to
the
cause,
revolutionary
treachery
S. SPITZ, H. P.
and the story Included a description of
his Identification and burial, but that ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secy.
AN OKAFI IK THE FOUE8T.
was soon followed by a statement that
okapl to substantiate his story. The he was still alive. Tbe accompanying
mJ Santa Fe Commandery No
animal known as the okapl was first
i 1, K. T. Regular conclave
of Father Gapon Is from a pho- iaaV
picture
who
described by Sir Harry Johnston,
fourth Monday In each
1
bis signature.
7
bearing
tograph
Sem-UIn 1001 found a dead okapl In the
month at Masonic Hall al
forest and drew a picture of it. It
: 30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
is believed that the members of the
W. IL KENNEDY, Recorder.
Talleyrand' Thirteen Oatha.
Alexander-Goslinexpedition are tbe
Talleyrand took thirteen oaths of
first white men to see an okapl alive. fidelity to Clement XIII. when he enSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
As the one they saw is now dead, it is tered holy orders, to Clement XIV. 14th
degree, Ancient and Accepted
presumed they found It. impossible to when he became bishop of Autun, to Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
capture the animal without killing It, Louis XVI. in 1789, to the kin and the on the third Saturday of each month
for a live specimen would have been constitution, to the directory in 1793, at 7:30 o'clock in the
evening Id
much more valuable to science than a to the directory In 179(1 as minister of Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
to
to
three
the
consuls,
dead one. The okapl found by John- foreign affairs,
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
ston was about four and a half feet Bonaparte sole consul, to Napoleon em- cordially Invited to attend.
peror, to Louis XVIII. in 1S14, to Louis CHARLES FRANKLIN
high, and it rivaled the parrot and peaEASLEY, 32.
cock In the variety and gorgeousness XVIII. at the second restoration In
Venerable Master
X.
In
to
to
Loul?
Charles
1815,
1824,
of its coloring.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec
Philippe In 1830.
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

.

Bobby.

Santa Fe Central Railway System

If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican "ad."

The Okapl of Central Africa and It
.

Pecnliar

H. B. No. 8255.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Land Otf.se at Santa Fe, N. M
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE
June 5, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the fol- FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8F.RVICE.
lowing named settler has filed notice
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
of his Intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that said
proof will bo made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M
,
on July 12, 1906, viz. George A.
1 1 1
i
i
for tho N 2 SW 4, Sec. 13; N 2
SE 4, Sec. 14, T 10 N, R. 13 E. He
names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said land, viz:
Junn Ortiz, of Gallsteo, N. M.
Pedro Lopez, of Gallsteo, N. M.
Teodoro Vianueba, Gallsteo, N. M.
Riniterio Chavez, Palma, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

A Generona Cardinal.
Cardinal Bonaparte was a grandson
of Luclen Bonaparte. He was a very
charitable man. During one of his (finesses a servant came to him and said
that a poor person at the door begged
for alms. "Give him what money you
will find In my purse," said the cardinal. "There Is no money, eminence.
The silver spoons are all given away.
We have nothing left but pewter
spoons." "Well, bring him In and give
him a good meal.')

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o.'
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
Dlaappolnted In the Boy.
Castls Hall temporarily with
o'clock,
of
what
don't
kind
know
"I
figure Odd
San Francisco street
Fellows,
old
In
cut
tbe
said
that boy')!
life,"
cordial and
man, with a sigh, He's gone an' shat- Visiting Knights given a
fraternal welcome.
tered all my hopes!"
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. O.
of?"
"Why, what's he been
J. B. OANDELARIO, K. R. S.
of nothln'," was
"He's been
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
the reply, " 'cept writln' poetry on barn
doors when I had set my stakes to
B. P. O. E.
make a carpenter or a congressman
out o' him!" Atlanta Constitution.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. B
Ilia Character.
holds Its regular session on the second
staA cook has been going round a
and fourth Wednesdays of each month
tion In the south of India with tbe fol- Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
lowing "character" and is somewhat come.
NORMAN L. KING, B. R.
surprised he Is not engaged: "Abdul
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
has been my cook for three months.
It seems jnuch longer. He leaves on
FRATERNAL UNION.
account of 111 health my 111 health."
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
A Coincidence.
Union of America. Regular meetings
"I suppose you enjoy bearing your first and third Mondays In each month
boy talk since be went to college."
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
"Yes," answered Farmer Corntossel, San Francisco street Visiting
"but ain't it kind of a coincidence that ers welcome.
so many of them classical quotations
R. L. BAO&, fraternal Master
begin with '"Bab, 'rah,
DAVID GONZALES, Secy.
Courier-JournaMA GOIB O. MONTOTA, Treat.

Frt

'rah?"-Lou!s--

l.

t

Southwestern
Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and 8anta Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

S. B. GRIMSHAW,

Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst Sec'y and Treat.

J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Rabbet Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND Y0UKSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

price-lis- t
15o
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
Each additional line on eame stamp, 10c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 J inches long, ,20a
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20a
One-lin- e
Kc
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line for each one-hainch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.60
Fao Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.60
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
11x2, 10c j 2x3$, 15c; 2ix3J, 25c; 2x4, 36c; 3Jx6i, 80n;
One-lin- e

--

lf

lf

4Jx7i,?5c.
'
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TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

PEXICAJi PRIJITIJiG CO.
'

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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SAXTA FE

G!(0CElS,

BArS, BUTCIS!

.iJ'j

..."

....

it

MEXICAN, SANTA EE, X. M.

NJ2YV

SATURDAY

'"

DENVER & HI0 GRANDE1

SYSTEM

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
San Francisco Street,
(irocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone
No. 250

No,

li

"Scenic Line of

DRINKS.

SUMMER

Weather Is now warmer. Time to think of cooling drinks.
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and COc. t'nfermented Wines, quarts 30c.
Grape Fruit, Champagne. Ginger Ale, Soda Water, etc., Quarts, each
$1.5
13c, dozen
Tints, each 10c, dozen
25
Hire's Root Beer, each
10c and 25c
Cherry Phosphate
Mackerel in Tomato or Mayonnaise Dressing per can
and up to
Imported Sardines, 10c, 12
Shrimp and Lobster,
Deviled Ham, Tongue, Etc-

tic Wofli

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

20c
40c
25c, 30c, and 35c

TO rzzzzzi -

...i::.r-z-z:

w

WWW a

MEATS.

LUNCH

,JUNE 23, 1800.

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Connection at Denver with all IUms East and Wet
Time
Quick and Rates a Low as Other Lines.

05

MUSHROOMS.
JW..MB.BM

We carry an excellent line ol Mushrooms:
15c and 25c per can.
Pieces and stems
30c
Buttons, First Choice, lib. tins
35c
Buttons, Miniatures, lib tins, each
15c
tins
Buttons, Sur Extra Fine,
35c
Buttons, in glass jars
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with veal cutletsfl.:
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beefsteak, at
dinners, and for serving with veal cutlets, lamb chops, etc. Often served
with green peas, in connection with meats.
SALADS.
If one is in the habit of serving salads she should have a supply of such
condiments as Terragon vinegar, Worcestershire Sauce, Mint Sauce, Mushroom Catsup, Paprika, Tabasco Sauce, Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such
items and would be pleased to show them to any one interested.
It is important to have pure well flavored oiiv eoil for salads. We especially recommend our Italian oil which we well in cans at 85c for quarts.
$l.b5 for
gallon, and $2.75 for gallon.
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c.
JAVA COFFEE.
Genuine Java Coffees are retailed at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
The best Java Coffee we have ever sold is Chase & Sanborn's Fancy
pound.
Mark Java. We have this in bulk and In lib parchment lined Gray Bags
at 40c per pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and in 101b cans at $3.75
per can. This coffee is blended from the finest selections of Private Estate
Javas and will be found very pleasing to lovers of a mild rich flavored blend.
SPECIAL A clean, strong, well flavored Ceylon Tea at 35c per pound..,

PROTESTANT CHURCHES AT SANTA FE

NEW M. E. CHURCH

PULLMAN : SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, en all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.

LEFT HAND CORNER.
-

tween Hondo and San Patricio, LIn - jB. H. Van Oot and S. M. Salyer.
YEAR coin County, will be shortened three
Considerable bulldine Is belne done
miles by eliminating Analla from the on the West Side, of the town of Las
A large number of new resiroute.
Vegas.
For I'luitrted AdTertiiin Matter r Xnfomatio Addreiw
Continued from Page One.
dences are being planned, cement sidePostoffice
Established.
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P, tad T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A postofllce has been established at walks are being laid and the streets
knowledce and I have been eneaaed Riley, Roosevelt County, to be serv- are being graded ana placed In passA. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
more or less In raising sheep In south ed from Texlco, eight and a half miles able condition.
E. Barber is drawing plans for a new
ern Colfax County for twenty-fivto the east. William H. Palmer has
brick residence to cost $3,000, and
years. The fleece is of a fine grade been appointed postmaster.
which will be erected by Cleofes Roand finer than heretofore. Lambs are
mero,
healthy and ewes are strong. Muttons DE
VARGAS DAY
Pedro Montana will put up a fine cot- PENSIONS FOR IN-are already in prime condition and
knowledglng the receipt of the contributions are as follows:
lambs for fall delivery in my opinion
PROCESSION tage on the Hot Springs Boulevard
DI AN WAR VETERANS
this summer.
will brine high nrices. The Jarttas
San Francisco, Cal., Juno 16.
,
A. ft. 'Morrison, Esq., Chairman San
Antonio C. de Baca, formerly of
Company has commenced to do con- It Will Be Even More Impressive Than
Santa Fe, has given out the contract Text of Bill Introduced by Delegate W.
siderable feeding and I think the time
Francisco Relief Committee, Santa
That of Last Sunday.
for a beautiful cottage.
H. Andrews for the Passage of
when the company will feed Its mut
Fe:
N
Which He Is Working Hard.
Dear Sir Herewith we heg to hand
tons and ship direct to market Is
v
De Yarcas dav will he solemnly and
not far distant
rne range so rar is appropriately observed iby the congre
you our Official Recelot for J500. he- Oft 1 Art
XTrt
lnrirv. ing part of your contribution to our
lLT..cIA DAn.nlnttAn
in satisfactory condition, although a gallons of the Catholic Churches of AUTOMOBILE LINE
rain or two would he welcome.
The the city tomorrow. The procession
TO MOGQLLON
natural water supply Is still ample carrying the statue of the Blessed Virin the hands of the committee on Pen - edgment we beg to thank you for your
f r tl.
a .
n
1.11.... inter ui.P k
tt
and if the regular July and August gin will leave the Cathedral at 3
April um mm uie Kina
Silver City, N. M., June 23. C. W. Suras 01 me nouse fa01 jrepresenuvuyes
a IavoI nrnaaln a tvf DVrnrtOfhv nrT to Inrl tnfn.
rains set in the sheep growlne Indus o'clock and march west on San Fran
Asrcr
nnl itin Ttv1nirafa
.TM tr linn norxA
lVirt
CMIir
t
lUortt
Jn. We are highly sensible of the good
try will be In the best posslbb condi- Cisco Street to the point where it
of Agriculture for a per- - best to procure a favorable report
Department
Tl
tion in my section. If this happens nf.r.aota
n
i
T..
j mii. to establ sh an automob e na on from the committee on Pensions will of your people toward our dls- uuu mo ui amie
ucim-unon the measure. If nassed It will, tressed citizens and the nractleal wav
sheep fwill be ready for the winter Railroad tracks. From there the pro- - the Gila Forest
Reserve, the termini
season and ranges and water will ibe cession will proceed north to the Ro- - of
of much value to many citizens in which they have manifested it. Will
prove
the
be
line to
Silver City and
.
of New Mexico stlM living who parti- you kindly convey to the kind contribample. Certainly the sheep men in sarlo Chapel,
utors our deep gratitude for their subsouthern Colfax County have not onlv
It is expected that the procession
James Campbell, the Infant son ol cipated In Indian wars between 1850
no cause ito complain, hut much cause will he as large if not larger than
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Campbell, died and 1883 and to the heirs and de- stantial help," assuring them that It is
for gratitude.
The sheep owned by that on Corpus Christ! Day as the at Santa Rita
scendants of such soldiers who served our endeavor to expend all funds reyesterday of blood pols- Mr. Ploersheim and myself are being parishioners from
ceived, to the best advantage and in
Guadalupe Church 'oning caused by a wound inflicted ac in these wars. The bill reads :
the manner designed by the donors;
A Bill.
steadily improved. We are getting the will join with those from the Cathethe child falling on a
cidentally
by
best of bucks obtainable and In suffi dral. The order of nrocession with
personally for your
of buttonhole scissors the Sunday Amending Act of June 27th, 1898, per , Thanking you
pair
cient numbers.
few exceptions will be the same as
to offi- good offices, "
of
payment
mitting
pensions
previous.
Bank and Business of Snrinner
Yours very truly,
cers and men of Indian wars and
last Sunday. The children of the SoThe Monarch group of five claims
"The new bank of Springer, I am dality' of Mary instead of
for Wedding Cards aa4 Aanouactatdta M
JAMBS D. PHELAN,
their widows, between 1849 and 1854.
In
the Burro Mountains was this week
marching
Be It enacted bv the Senate and
glad to say, is doing well. It was a preceding, will follow the Right Rev- sold for $50,000
Chairman.
Theodore W. Carthe New Mesdntn.
by
necessity and hence home caniial with erend Father Antonio Fourchegu and ter to
By LESTER HERRICK,
Lee Martin and other House of Representatives of the UnitHarry
some aid from Raton organized the will carry tbs statue of the
ed States of America in Congress as- Asst. Secretary.
Virgin Los Angeles capitalists.
bank. President C. M. Biackwell of Mary. The young ladies from Irnttn
San Francisco, Cal., June 19.
the First National Bank of Raton has Academy and the young men from St.
entitled A. H. Brodhead, Esq., Treas, Reliet
tions, and benefits of the-ADOfOPSHT
THE
an Interest In it. T. J. Devlne, the Michael's College will not form a
An
LETTER LIST.
if nmnflni. nnnninn n
.,..t.MM! Plind 'Qonffl 17n XT
List of letters remaining uncalled of the Indian wars of 1832 to 1842.'
cashier, is a well known business man part of the procession, these InstituSir We beg to acknowledge
of much banking experience and ex- tions
closed for the summer for In the postoffice at Santa Fe. N. M.. inclusive, known as the Black Hawk with the thanks of the Finance Com- having
Ia tks PUc
cellent reputation. The bank is gath- vacation. During the week mass will for the week ending June 23, 1906. war PrctAlr war PltamtaA Aat nnK. mitiA A nf iha PoHf orA XaA onn.n
If not called for within two weeks will
ering the financial ibusiness of Spring- be celebrated at Rosario Chapel.
ances, and the Seminole war," approv-- , Funds, your kind letter of the 14th
er and the surrounding country and
It will be remembered that tomor- be sent to the dead letter office at ed July 28, 1892, be, and the same instant, enclosing draft for $450.35 as
its deposits are crowing prnmnHii row's procession will take
are hereby, extended, from the date ne balance of subscriptions from your
to Washington.
From a business point, the town of carry out the promise made place
Archuleta, Mrs. Desiderla.
of the passage of this Acl, to the sur- - people.
by Captain
Mannfactorer Of
Baca, Mrs. F. A.
Formal receipt will foMow In which
springer is doing very well. It hna General Diego de Vargas on his recapviviug officers aa2 vn'Ved men, In--!
a rich agricultural and stock rnisW ture of the city of Santa Fe from the
e Committee will fittingly
Bartlett, Dr. W. E,
eluding marines, militia, and volun- express
Carron, Clyde.
teers of the mlllta r and navafservlce lts appreciation, of this additional con-o- f
country surrounding it and many sup rebellions Indians in the year 1C93,
AND
M.
I.
to
are
Dunbar,
should
tribution
sold
the
that
for
ctnntr
exfensiivA
he
be
the
United
plies
the relief of San
States who served for
successful In his
ranches in Its vicinity. The town is warfare against the Indians, the statue
Kwell, Dick.
days or more and were honor- - clscoof
the
Gonzales, Trinidada.
Yours truly,
growing slowly, but surely and satis- should b? taken
amy aiscnargea under the United
Santa Fe, : :
New Mexic .
Holguln, Jose.
The nexhaustlhio
States military, State, Territorial, or
ractomy.
m0ni in solemn procession. yearly ever after
Cashier.
Manfred), nonoditto.
from the Cathedral in this cltv tn tho
deposits in Its vieinlfv
F. W. PERRY,
provisional authorities in the Florida
Springer, Mrs. Alberta.
and Georgia Seminole war of 1817 and
Dnng about an early and extensivo do TfnKorin Chapel, and there deposited
Sena, Ramon.
veloiimont. As soon as this happens, for a certain number of days, then re5818; the Fevre River Indian war of
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
In calling please say "n.Ivertlsed
Springer will take a jump ahead and taken to the Cathedral with appropriIllinois of 1827; the Sac and Fox In
Herewith
are some bargains offered
nd
I think will be found within a few ate religious ceremonies.
give the date.
This cusdian war of 1831; the Sabine Indian Kir tt,A XT
,
W
"
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
IPRANCISCO DEUJiDO.
years to be a populous and prosperous tom has been observed in' this cltv
LEVI 1. HUOHES.
triBimg com.
.n
dlatnnhmn.. f 1R3
imt.'
01
uoae
Civil
pany;
Procedure
ever since 1C93.
j
Postmaster.
community.
Indian
war
of 1847 and 1848
Caynso
HUGHES & DELGADO.
oUn
l.0r.Wew. Mexlrn 1897'
on the Pacific Mf the w,m.
Statehood,
uuuoa i paper Dound, 75c; Missouri
1
"From the very dav I rpanTiArf Mam
with the Seminole Indians. Tom 1842
.
.
piqdi
BUSY LAS VEGAS.
Mexico In 1880, I have been a conto 1858, inclusive; the Texas and
MARKETREPORT.
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
two
$10- New.rieadings,
$0;
the
for
sistent advocate of separate
wars of 1849 to 1860. inclu- staterare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
Residences Gninn
hood.
After becoming somewhat ac- Manv New
' a lln
'' ;
r and
MONEY AND METALS.
:
sive; the California Indian
:
:
:
7
.tm
Office West 8ide of Plaza,
Santa Fe N. M.
vcmtm oimwaiKs uaia Assistquainted with the conditions, the reNew York, June 23. Money on call ances of 1851 and 1852; the Utah
ant Postmaster Appointed.
sources of the Territory and tho rW- nominal; no loans. Prime mercantile
acter of its people, I concluded that
.
elusive, and the Oregon ord Washing- - Pamphlet, $2.75; full
5 to
paper,
Silver, 05
leather S3S0-toof
The
board
county commissioners
we were fully ahle to sustain a re
New York, June 23.
Territory Indian wi-- s from 1851
m.
and
Copper
of Ban Miguel County has passed an
and
spectable
good state government
ieaa quiet, unchanged.
and have acted upon that principle order directing that in the future the
St, Louis, Mo., June 23. Spelter
of
in
for
expense
caring
ever since. Now that It is impossible
city prisoners
P ovMedweaK, ti.oo.
Preme Court ReporU, Nos. 3 t 10,
the
resnecmust
be
borne
county jail
to obtain statehood
widows have not remarried: Anri i.iM
a
separately for New
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
.v.,..v
Mexico for many years to come and as tlvely by the city and the town of
Ills., June 23. Wheat, July
Corporation
0
Las Vegas. Heretofore the county 83 Chicago,
I would like to see
78 to 84; Sept., 84 to 84
statehood, while
er m- - Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
Corn,
V
I am still active, I have concluded footed the hills of prisoners serving
to the service of the UnMtd Staled
. xr
to 61
- tm
July, 51
Sept., 51
to support joint statehood as the next for violating municipal ordinances.
any of the wars inentioi"! in this At
35
uats, July, 35
Sept.,
full
Pork,
Reports,
$6.60,
M.
sheep,
delivered;
J.
Ireland
will
rebuilt
his brick
best thing obtainable. I will work and
July ?1G.95; Sept., $10.52
Lard, the record of pay by the Vnlted States full list school blanks.
vote for the project. I believe this plant recently burned down. The Are July, $8.02
to $8.05; Sept., $8.80 to ui uib recora or sucn se. vice, enllst-- l
sentiment obtains to a considerable ex- occurred while Mr. Ireland was In Bos OZ
ment , or mmster
the War
Ribs, July, $9,12
Sept.,
ton.
Massachusetts.
nn
was
There
tent In my vicinity and that a good
partment of the United States 'and!
insurance
on
the
but
loss
the
building
many citizens feel as I do.
Territories above men oned and reSTOCK MARKET.
amounted only to $1,000.
SANTA FE, N. M. hard work wlli he necessary However,
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA
New York, June 23. Atchison, ferred to shall be aceentid
as there
full anri
A
public reception was held at the 88
are numbers of people who do not
N. Y. C, 136
satisfactory proof of such, enlistment
pfd., 102
take much interest and who do not Ladies' Hospital on Thursday aftern- Penna,. 130; S. P. 08; U. P, 147
and service:
And
further
understand the situation fully. Work, oon- In honor of the departing nurses pfd. 84; Amalgamated
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
100; That all contracts hervifim mute he.
Copper,
W.
new
and
the
nurses
IF.
TOWNSEND.
N.
have
come
AKERS.
why
J.
tween the beneilciaries under this Aot
knowledge of the question and enSteel, 30
pfd. 103
to take their places.
and pension attomH'-s- i
LIVE STOCK.
lightenment thereon can and will be
And
claim
Almost every (amity has need
Word was received at Las Vegas
productive of great good in this direcChicago, Ills., June 23. Cattle, re agents are hereby de" n ed null and
of a reliable remedy for colic or
tion. And now you must excuse me; yesterday that Charles Strong, deputy ceipts, 1,500, steady. Beeves, $3.90 to void
diarrhea at some lima during the
I have talked more tp you than I tax collector of Mora County, was 16. Cows and heifers, $1.30 to $4.
year. ,:
have to all the newspaper men whom thrown from his horse and sustained Stockers and feeders, $2.70 to $4.55.
This remedy u recommended
I have met during my entire business a broken leg.
Calves, $5 to $0.25. Sheep, receipts, RELIEF COMMITTEE
Miguel Senecal has been appointed 3,000, steady.
career. So,
by dealers who have sold it for
!
SheeD. S3.B0 to fi .sr.
Mb'
COMPLETES
WORK
assistant postmaster at Las Vegar-bmany yean and know its value.
Yearlings, $0 to $0.50. Lambs, $6.50 to
Postmaster R. B. Schoonmaker. The ?7.50.
The old established line of goods formerly carried at'
It has received thousand ol
Final Report Made By Treasurer A. H
office Is to be opened on July 1st,
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
Kansas City, Mo., June 23.
teatimooiak from grateful people.
and
uroanead,
after which date the present postoffice receipts 100, unchanced. Native Cattle,
Showing Receipts
steera.
It hat been prescribed by phygoods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
Dltburtementt.
will be known as F.;st pr Vegas.
$4 to $5.70; southern
$3 to
steers,
sicians
with the most satisfactory
in
club
rooms
connection.
Side
entrance
Postmaster
Commissioned.
purity. Elegant
President E. J. tV; nu1 the follow 54.75: southern cows. S2 tn 3Kn- no.
"
results."
With the submission of a final re
to Coronado Hotel.
Roque Herrera has been commission' ing members of tho N'jrnial 1 i:'rerjliy tive cows and
heifers, $2.25 to $5.10;
It has often saved life before
e
ed postmaster at TremenUna, San Mi- are on a
days' jaunt ii to U.e stockers and feeders, $2.75 to $4.40; port by Treasurer A. H. Brodhead to
Chairman A. L, Morrison and the re
medicine could have been sent for
s
&
.Mli.-eguel
County.
mountains west if Mora.
Eli- bulls, $2.50 to $4;
AKERS
TOWNSEND,
calves, $2.50 to $0;
ceipt of two letters from the Finance
Star Route Change.
or a physician summoned.
nor Thomas, Fanrb French, Cltra western fed steers." S3.50 to
r..afl!
Committee of the Relief and Red Cross
It onlv rsutt a aimrtct. Cm
Beginning today, the Star Route be- Townsend, Lore Holmes and Meosrs. western fed cows, $2.50 to $4.25.
Funds, the local San Francisco Re
rou afford to risk so much for a
lief Committee has completed Its work,
Yji'U Have to
le) BUY IT NOW.
the reports showine that the sum tit
A lady just from Mexico arrived In
$985.60 was raised In this cltv.
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
Mr. Brodhead's report reads as
'
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
Hon. A. L. Morrison, Esq., Chairman
she had. Come quick and get the
D.
San Francisco Relief Committee: 1
DIAZ,
first pick.
Dear Sir WWh the final recetot
from the Finance Committee of San
202 Water Street, Telephone No. 30.
Francisco, which find herewith, I sub
THE ORIGINAL
mit a statement of the funds of our
Office Hours :
committee, the account being now
1 to 3
OLD : CURIO i STORE
p. m., eicept Wednesday
- ,
closed.
and Sunday.
"
Recelot.
J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
'
Total
t
subscription collected.... $985.
San Francisco St.
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
D sburtementa.
First class accommodations for
1st remittance San Francisco. sKOft no
We Are Headquarters for the Best Aslimited number pf patients.
remittance an Francisco. . . . i4B0.SK
sortment, of
Expense, printing, etc.... ,....$ 35.25
' '1,1
CURIOS AND CHI MAYO AND NAVA-HNew operating rooms completely
:
INDIAN BLANKETS.
equipped with modern instruTotal
...........$985.60
ments. Faradlc, galvanic
A. H. BRODHEAD,
6.
and static electricity.
Treasurer.
Besides this amount the sum of 1ft!!
Radiographic work.
collected at the Cathedral was sent to
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Drwn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
San Francisco from the city.
Ozone Generator, Etc.
In the United States.
NEW MEXICO HEREFORD
The letter from San Francisco ac- -
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